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Unleash your
creativity
Introducing GLM 4.1 loudspeaker manager software
For 15 years, GLM software has worked with our Smart Active Monitors
to minimise the unwanted acoustic influences of your room and help
your mixes sound great, everywhere. Now, GLM 4.1 includes the next
generation AutoCal 2 calibration algorithm and a host of new features
– delivering a much faster calibration time and an even more precise
frequency response.
So, wherever you choose to work, GLM 4.1 will unleash your creativity,
and help you produce mixes that translate consistently to other rooms
and playback systems. And with GLM 4.1, both your monitoring system
and your listening skills have room to develop and grow naturally too.
Find out more at www.genelec.com/glm
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Micing the best of it…

E

very time I take the time to look at the
microphone market in detail, it’s a
reminder of how far things have come
in the 25 years since I began to be
seriously
involved in pro audio.
Options were far from
limited then, but they
certainly were much
more limited in range
than they are now; and
the cost of entry was a
lot, lot higher. You can
argue all you want about
whether that’s a good or
bad, thing — and, at
some point or another,
we probably all have —
but the cat’s never going
back into the bag. No
matter how much everything seems to get more
expensive in the short term as the world apparently
continues to implode around us, the long-term
trend of technology pricing has seen pro audio
equipment come down to consumer price points.
Now pretty much anyone who wants to give
recording and mixing ago, can. Whether that be for
music, podcasting, streaming, filmmaking, or
games design, the will to do it is now pretty much
the only barrier to entry, technically speaking, if
they have a laptop computer. A much greater
barrier to producing quality results is the
willingness to learn — and even that is
exponentially easier than it previously was. Some
financial investment is required to capture anything
that exists outside of the box, but the results that
can be garnered with even modest equipment now
are light years ahead of where we were in the late
’90s. The mic you can buy now for £200, is far, far
superior to what that amount of money would have
got you back then even with inflation.

In the last issue, we talked about AI and how it
could possibly change the way audio is made in
the future, and many of the same issues
surrounding developments there, surround the
idea of pro-level audio
equipment becoming a
less-exclusive niche.
The easy question there
is: ‘will AI make audio
mixers and engineers
obsolete?’, in the same
way the easy take on
cheaper kit is to ask ‘if
anyone can now
produce a professionalsounding podcast or
stream at home (and
the vast majority of the
manufacturers we look
at in this month’s
Microphone Focus offer one or more product to
facilitate just that) does that mean that the
professional will be sidelined?’
Of course, a more difficult question to ask in
both circumstances is: ‘what can be done to stay
ahead of changes in technology and the market?’
All audio pros are now in constant competition
with what amateurs can produce at home, and
have been for some time. The gap is evernarrowing. This means that taste, aesthetics and
standard of service are what must be leveraged to
hold pros above the miasma. Professional services
can no longer be happy to put out cookie-cutter
products, technological expertise is now not so
much about just getting something made to a
standard, it also needs to be used to streamline
workflows in order that more time can be spent
pushing ideas forward, refining them, making the
life of the client easier and giving them value. No
AI, or mic can do that. That’s down to the person
being payed to set the mics up.

John

@resolutionmagazine
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Avid continues Trade
Show hiatus

Avid Technology has announced a
continuation of its current pause on
participation in trade shows around the
world. The policy will continue throughout
2022 due to “the ongoing ebb and flow of
COVID-19 conditions.”
The company’s leadership states that it
doesn’t yet feel it is feasible to predict the
pandemic’s path, nor “that large groups of
its employees can be expected to convene
at events that typically draw thousands of
attendees”, which means that its usual
attendance at NAB, NAMM and IBC will go
by the wayside.
Avid CEO & President Jeff Rosica said:
“Avid has been successfully reinventing how
we engage and interact with colleagues
around the world. The community’s
resilience amid the pandemic, and our
collective progress in spite of it, is extremely
encouraging… We also remain true believers
in the reach and connectivity that the
industry’s professional organisations can
deliver and we look forward to collaborating
with them.”
www.avid.com

Output’s Eco
Acoustic Panels

Real World’s Red Room goes Atmos
Reopened early last year (V21.1), Real World Studios’ Red Room has now completed its
promised upgrade to Dolby Atmos. The studio is now equipped with a full 7.1.4 array,
comprising of ATC SCM45As for L, C & R, SCM12 Pros for tops and sides, and an SCM0.1/15SL
Pro subwoofer, with monitor control and via a Dante-connected Grace Design M908.
Senior engineer, Tim Oliver says “Dolby Atmos is the format for new music creation as
much as, if not more than, a format to re-explore old works. As such, Real World will be at
the forefront of the push to deliver that.”
To that extent, and because Real World still sees itself as a musician-first facility, the Red
Room will be marketed as both a Dolby Atmos production room and a Dolby Atmos mixing
room.
“We needed to give people as many reasons to come and work at Real World as
possible,” says head engineer, Oli Jacobs. “For that purpose, we’ve kept SSL summing for
hybrid mixing, analogue outboard gear, microphones from Real World’s comprehensive
collection and a Yamaha U3 felted upright piano. We’ve made the technical install extremely
versatile, so anyone can still just turn up, plug their laptops into the installed Universal Audio
Apollo X8 and they’re off.”
Red Room with Dolby Atmos is available to book now with introductory rates available
until June 1st.
www.realworldstudios.com/studios/red-room

Shure provides audio support for ISE

Output, best known for its music software
tools Arcade, Exhale and Portal, has moved
further into the studio hardware field by
adding the new Eco Acoustic Panels to its
range of gear. Featuring absorbers, Bass
Traps, and Diffusers, the line was built in
collaboration with sector specialists De-Fi
— echoing the company’s recent
collaboration with Barefoot Audio to create
its Frontier reference monitors. Air gap and
perforated PET felt panels are used in both
the Absorbers and Bass Traps, while
Diffusers are made from Hardwood — all are
made with sustainability in mind, leveraging
post-consumer recycled materials in each
element. The Eco Acoustic Panels are
available for purchase now in the US and
Europe.
www.output.com/acoustic-panels
6 / March/April 2022

Integrated Systems Europe
has announced that Shure will
be the Conference Audio
Partner for ISE 2022. Taking
place at the Fira de Barcelona
Gran Via in May, ISE 2022 will
see four days of conference
content across a broad range
of vertical markets.
Shure will be supporting the
event with a full range of audio
equipment, including its Axient
Digital Wireless Systems
across several stages, all with
significant wireless channel
requirements across a busy
conference schedule that will
include a host of keynote
speakers, presenters, and
demonstrations. Shure will also
be working closely with audio specialist Iventions on all on-site audio activities, and to
ensure a smooth-running programme.
“ISE and Shure have upheld a long-standing relationship, spanning decades,” commented
Mike Blackman, Managing Director, Integrated Systems Events. “With nearly 100 years of
history shaping audio, having Shure as our sole audio provider for all conferences will ensure
ISE 2022 is a show to remember!”
www.shure.com / www.iseurope.org

APPOINTMENTS

The Toy Box’s Tatz-designed room
Carl Tatz Design have transformed a modest Nashville mix room, using its proprietary
PhantomFocus monitor tuning protocol on a renovation centred around a PFM HD-1000
Master Reference Monitor System. Lij Shaw of The Toy Box studio, says that “the first time I
heard the PFM HD-1000 Master Reference Monitor System, I was totally lost in the sound,
and felt like I was being enveloped by the imaging and low-end of the mix. They were the
best monitors I had ever heard, hands down — and now I own them in my new
PhantomFocus MixRoom.”
Featured is the PFM HD-1000 Master Reference Monitor System, Carl Tatz Edition Argosy
Dual 15L Workstation and two PhantomFocus Porcelain eChairs. Carl Tatz Design custom
acoustic modules by Auralex are used throughout.
Commenting on his PhantomFocus MixRoom, Shaw says, “I get really excited about
creating in the studio now because I can clearly hear my recordings and mixes. Even before
the HD-1000s were installed, I could hear an incredible difference even on my old worn-out
monitors. Carl’s acoustic lens design opened up the space, making the room both look and
sound much larger — like the music can finally breathe in my studio.”
www.carltatzdesign.com

Bolero simplifies bike comms
Riedel’s Bolero wireless intercom system has
allowed seamless communications between
camera operators, drivers, and production
team during live coverage of cycling road
races for Danish RF video specialist
Krickhahn TV’s fleet of motorcycles.
Deployed on specially adapted bikes as a
standalone system, the Bolero system allows
the Krickhahn team to use a variety of
headsets — and even helmets with a built-in
Bluetooth headset — to maintain clear
communications with high audio quality.
Bolero eliminated the need to invest in a
dedicated comms solution for camera operators and motorcycle drivers on Krickhahn TV’s
coverage of the Tour De Aars, held last year. Instead, the team equipped the camera
motorcycles with a custom sidebox holding the video encoder and a Bolero antenna, both
connected to regulated 12V from the motorcycle and camera batteries to ensure a
redundant, stable power supply.
The Bolero antenna was used in standalone mode along with three beltpacks, one of
which was dedicated to enabling the built-in Bluetooth interface and ‘public’ call feature.
This approach supported high-quality call-and-forward to the driver and camera operator,
allowing them to talk to one another over a duplex connection.
www.riedel.net

Roland Corporation has
announced plans to appoint
Gordon Raison as the New
CEO and Representative
Director. He will succeed
Jun-ichi Miki in a historic
move that will be confirmed
following approval during the Ordinary
General Shareholders meeting on March
30th, 2022 and a subsequent Board of
Directors meeting.
As Roland celebrates its 50th
anniversary, British national Raison will
become the Corporation’s first European
CEO and representative director, having
joined as head of Roland’s European team
in September 2013, working alongside
Jun-ichi Miki to aid in the company’s
restructuring and reform, following
financial problems that stemmed from the
global financial crisis in 2008, and that
would eventually see it delisted from the
First Section of the five-tier Tokyo Stock
Exchange in 2014 (it would return in late
2020). Raison rose to become CEO of the
Overseas Unit by 2017, later moving on to
his most recent role as director. During
this time, Raison led sales and marketing
efforts across the company aiding in the
brand’s growth — and will look to
leverage his decades of marketing, sales,
and finance experience to guide Roland
into this new phase.
“I sincerely appreciate the trust given
by the Nomination and Remuneration
Committee, as well as the Board of
Directors, and I am thrilled to be afforded
this opportunity,” said Raison.
Following company growth
in recent years, Rupert Neve
Designs is expanding its
team with the appointment
of Luke Smith to the newly
created position of Product
Manager.
Smith’s pro audio career began in NYC
as a Sales Associate for Euphonix, where
he led a small team to launch a successful
product line. After a spell with Avid,
Smith secured a role with Waves Audio,
where he again helped launch an entirely
new product line in the course of his
duties as North American Sales Manager.
After six years with Waves, Smith joined
PMC Speakers where he helped to forge
new market segments, provided
comprehensive customer support, and
developed new skills related to room
tuning and studio acoustics.
“The opportunity before me with Rupert
Neve Designs is both daunting and
incredibly exciting,” Smith says. “There is
much to honour and respect about this
role, and I can’t wait to see what we can
all accomplish working together. I’m just
thrilled to be a part of it.”
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APPOINTMENTS
Riedel Communications has
announced that Richard
Kraemer and Josh Yagjian
have joined the company as
regional sales
representatives for North
America. Kraemer, who is
based in Toronto, will
oversee sales in Canada,
while Boston-based Yagjian
will help cover accounts in
the Northeastern region of
the U.S. Both come to Riedel
with an abundance of
experience between them and will
provide excellent service and knowledge
to the company’s expanding customer
base in North America. Kraemer and
Yagjian will both report to Rich Zabel, vice
president of sales, Americas.
Kraemer has over 20 years of account
management experience in the media
production and broadcasting industries.
He comes to Riedel from Genesis
Integration Inc., where he served as an
account manager specializing in
government, corporate, and education.
Prior to working at Genesis, Kraemer
spent several years at Canon and Hitachi
as an account manager, getting his initial
start at JVC. Kraemer also gained
technical experience at Panasonic as a
product manager.
Yagjian has more than 15 years of
experience, with the majority of it focused
on selling video equipment for broadcast
production. He comes to Riedel from
Canon U.S.A., where he served as an
account manager, with an emphasis on
production truck companies, television
networks, and colleges.
Broadpeak, a provider of
content delivery network
(CDN) and video streaming
solutions for content
providers and pay-TV
operators worldwide, has
announced that it has appointed Guillaume
Bichot as its director of exploration to
strengthen the company’s technology
innovation. Bichot and his team will
continue to identify, assess, promote, and
invent video streaming technology
evolutions, including performance and
QoE improvements, multicast ABR
(mABR) workflows, CDN virtualization, and
open caching. Bichot joined Broadpeak in
2018 as a member of the research and
development team, and has played helped
develop exploratory projects, intellectual
property, and standardisation. In his new
position, Bichot is leading Broadpeak’s
exploration team in continuing to support
standards development, including DVB-I
specifications such as native IP and mABR,
which he has already been actively
involved in.
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Thai Long Ly adds Neve 1073DPX
Producer/engineer Thai Long Ly has expanded his recording rig with a Neve 1073DPX
dual preamp/EQ. Ly is the go-to engineer for Postmodern Jukebox, a musical collective
with a YouTube channel that has amassed over 1.4 billion views and five million subscribers.
Ly was based at Bell Sound in Hollywood pre-COVID, but forced to move to a flexible
set-up after the studio shifted focus to VO and ADR work during lockdowns.
“I have a large mobile rig and passport at the ready so I can go anywhere I’m needed,” he
explains. “With my current set up I am mainly mixing — I don’t do much tracking here, just
the occasional vocal or instrument overdub.”
Ly feels the addition of the 1073DPX was essential, though: “I wanted to incorporate the
fatness and warmth of Neve’s 10 series circuits into both of my setups so I could use them
for tracking and mixing. I absolutely love the unit and it sounds so good that I’m about to
order another 16 or so channels to use with PMJ.”
Ly also has an 8816 summing mixer in his original home studio, bought when he tired of
his in-the-box workflow.
“I know mixing ITB is simpler and plugins have come a long way but I still prefer the
sound of electrons cruising through a vacuum along a circuit or the sweet mojo a
transformer can inject.”
www.ams-neve.com

Halter and American Audio Pro link
Halter Technical, the Los Angelesbased manufacturer of audio
monitoring for broadcast and video
production, has launched a strategic
distributor partnership with American
Audio Pro in order to extend sales of its
audio monitoring product line across
the United Kingdom. The agreement
further iterates both companies’
willingness to drive growth and build in
Britain in the coming years.
Key to Halter’s line are its professional
headphone products.
“We are very excited about the
partnership between Halter Technical
and American Audio Pro as this aligns
with our global growth initiatives in bringing professional-grade tools built specifically for
our customers,,” said Doc Justice, Founder and CEO of Halter Technical. “With American
Audio Pro’s experience and in-depth understanding of the audio visual production industry
and strong local presence in the region, it creates an opportune moment for us to deliver the
best solution to customers.”
www.haltertechnical.com

MASTERING... SOLVED.
Michael Romanowski, Coast Mastering
(Alicia Keys, Too $hort, America...)

· BDA4M 4 CH DAC with switchable BX5s
· BAD4M 4 CH ADC with switchable BX1s
· B16-BMB3 Dante

“It gives me flexibility...and clarity that I
need in my work.”

Bill Skibbe, Third Man Mastering
(Jack White, The Black Keys, The Kills...)
· BDA8 8 CH DAC with BOPA14s
· 2 BAD8 16 CH ADC with BX1s
· B80-BMB1 Digilink

"We did a shootout between 6 different
manufacturers and the BURL was the
clear leader...Great bass and perfect
top end."

GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME.
BURLAUDIO.COM/MASTERING

MADE IN THE USA

/ News

Just Add Power’s 3D
virtual booth

AV-over IP specialists, Just Add Power, is
inviting installers to visit a virtual trade
show booth to learn all about the products
it originally introduced at InfoComm 2021.
Produced by Ova-Nee Productions, the
3D booth tour walks customers through the
Just Add Power trade show experience,
highlighting key technologies and the full
product catalogue via video, drop-down
menus, product demonstrations and more.
www.justaddpower.com

IP Showcase returns
The AES, Alliance for IP Media Solutions
(AIMS), Advanced Media Workflow
Association (AMWA), European
Broadcasting Union (EBU), SMPTE, and the
Video Services Forum have announced
that their collaborative IP Showcase will
return live and in person at the 2022 NAB
Show, April 23-27 in Las Vegas.
The IP Showcase, which will be at Booth
W3925, is committed to educating on the
business and creative potential of IP media
solutions. At the 2022 NAB Show, IP
Showcase will continue to address market
requirements as media operations move
toward all-IP connectivity and content
delivery to multiscreen platforms. Attendees
can learn how the evolving SMPTE ST 2110
standards and AMWA NMOS technology
stack are improving media workflows for
large and small deployments alike.
www.ipshowcase.org

Streamworkz widen
service territories
Streamworkz can now offer its specialty
sales and service support solutions
packages for EU, UK and Canadian
manufacturers and their partners.
Headquartered in New York City,
Streamworkz offers solutions for
manufacturers outside of the US to service
their clients and partners’ needs, including
dealers and distributors, recording and
broadcast studios, media centres, musicians,
live event venues, and other end-users.
Founded by A/V technical products sales
and service veteran Claudia Haase,
Streamworkz looks to connect
manufacturers abroad to the US by
providing sales and service support, product
support and repair services, warehouse
storage, logistics, and quality control.
“With our long-term experience in
international sales and service in the A/V,
Broadcast, MI and technology marketplaces,”
says Haase, “Streamworkz is able to act as a
seamless extension of your company and
offer highly efficient cost-effective sales
support and service solutions in the US.”
www.streamworkz.us
10 / March/April 2022

Focusrite RedNet for Cinematic Media
Cinematic Media, the only full-service post-production complex in Mexico focused
exclusively on episodic television and motion pictures, has unveiled its new Dolby
Atmos-certified mix stages and sound editorial rooms.
Located on the lot at Estudios Gabriel Garcia Márquez (GGM) in Mexico City’s
Tlalnepantla industrial area, the new post-production sound facilities are identically
equipped with components from Focusrite’s RedNet range of Dante-networked audio
converters and interfaces. Horacio Malvicino, principal of the Malvicino Design Group,
handled the acoustic and technical design of the six new rooms (four in a full Dolby Atmos
setup), also consulting with the equipment integrator 3BH (3BlueHouse), a professional AV
specialist firm based in Mexico City. Two-time Oscar-nominated supervising sound editor
and mixer Martin Hernández (pictured), who regularly works with director Alejandro G.
Iñarritu and was Oscar-nominated for his work on The Revenant (for which he also earned a
BAFTA) and Birdman, heads up sound services.
Cinematic Media’s six new stages, which are set up for sound design, sound editorial,
pre-dubbing and mixing, each feature a pair of Focusrite RedNet HD32R 32-channel HD
Dante network bridges and Red 4Pre 58-In / 64-Out Thunderbolt 2 and Pro Tools | HD
compatible audio interfaces (one per room). RedNet AM2 stereo audio monitoring units and
RedNet X2P 2x2 Dante audio interfaces are also available on the stages. Each room includes
four Avid Pro Tools systems, for dialog, music and effects, plus recording.

NINE expands with Lawo
Australia’s Professional Audio & Television have supplied
a Lawo mc²36MkII 32-fader production console to the
NINE Network for its 1 Denison Street ST2110 IP
broadcast facility in North Sydney.
The new console was added to the existing audio
infrastructure and was chosen because of its native
SMPTE2110-30 capabilities. A group of NINE Network
delegates conducted a detailed evaluation of Lawo’s latest
mc² console offering at PAT’s demo facility in Sydney,
where one of the very first mc²36 MKII consoles arrived
fresh off the production line from Germany late last year. Powered by Lawo’s latest
generation of A__UHD Core software-defined processing technology, the console delivers
IP technology, with tools that make setup and management easier.
www.nine.com.au / www.lawo.com / www.proaudiotv.com.au

EVENTS GUIDE
NAB, Las Vegas

23-27 April

NAMM, Anaheim 

Prolight+Sound, Frankfurt 

26-29 April

Infocomm, Las Vegas 

Musikmesse, Frankfurt 

3-5 June
4-10 June

29 April-1 May

PLASA, London 

4-6 September

ISE, Barcelona

10-13 May

IBC, Amsterdam

9-12 September

High End, Munich 

19-22 May

IoA Reproduced Sound, Bristol 15-17 November

MPTS, London 
The Podcast Show, London

11-12 May
25-26 May

MIDEM 2022
CES, Las Vegas

Cancelled
5-8 January 2023

m908 24 channel Monitor Controller - Atmos® Ready.
The big push to deliver immersive music to streaming platforms means your
music production room could soon be mixing for Dolby® Atmos Music. If
this sounds like equal parts yikes and yeehaw, we can help the transition be
more of the latter with our award-winning 24ch, immersive audio-friendly
monitor controller.

ing a simple Dolby Atmos Music Target Curve setup), bass management and
individual channel delay settings. With a powerful, dedicated remote control unit, all monitoring functions are at your fingertips, and system info is
clearly displayed on the large LCD screen. To top it off, the m908 delivers the
finest audio quality of any monitoring equipment in the world.

The m908 will easily manage your stereo and 7.1.4 Atmos speaker systems,
providing 12 bands of parametric room correction EQ per channel (includ-

Visit us at gracedesign.com for complete details about the m908 and our
entire line of professional audio equipment.

• 24 channel AES3 digital I/O • 16 channel analog outputs • 16 channel ADAT Lightpipe in • 24 channel inputs USB • AES3, S/PDIF, and TOSLINK stereo inputs
• optional Dante™, DigiLink™ or Ravenna™ modules for additional 32 channels of I/O • optional 8 channel ADC modules for 8 - 16 channel analog inputs
• our latest generation AD / DA converters • 4th generation s-Lock pll clocking system for vanishingly low jitter • powerful room correction EQ
• complete bass management capability • channel level and delay calibration • comprehensive downmix control • 5 year warranty • made in the USA

www.gracedesign.com

New Gear

New products
A guide to the latest new hardware and software
Antelope Audio

Zen Q Synergy Core USB-C
A USB-C variant of the Zen Q Synergy Core compact audio interface,
previously available with only Thunderbolt 3 connection, is now available
for Antelope Audio. The 14x10 bus-powered USB-C audio interface offers
onboard ‘real-time’ effects for low-latency recording and playback using
the same A-D/D-A chips, mic preamps — and 64-bit Acoustically
Focused Clocking system — as the previous Zen Q, released during 2021.
It’s technology also mirrors the more advanced interfaces in the Antelope
range such as the rack-mountable Orion Studio Synergy Core.
The A-D/D-A conversion provides a dynamic range of up to 127dB
(A-Weighted), with recording mixing and playback of up to 24-bit/192kHz.
Input connectivity comes via two Combo XLR jacks with switchable
modes to toggle between the mic preamps, Line level, or Hi-Z; the front
panel also provides two switchable line/Hi-Z inputs — G1 and G2. There is
a stereo Monitor output and separate Line Out pairing. There is also a
separate DAC for the HP1 and HP2 (independent headphone) outputs.
SPDIF IN/OUT and ADAT IN connections offer digital connectivity and
expandability options, such as connecting an additional eight mic/line
from an external unit via ADAT.
The Zen Q USB comes with 37 bundled analogue-modelled effects,
including the Gyraf Gyratec IX (tube mic preamp) and Stay-Levin
(compressor). Antelope also offers around 50 other optional plug-ins for
its proprietary system.

The unit measures 198 mm/7.8” x 137mm/5.4” x 57.5 mm/2.3” and is
completely bus-powered. Its control software can provide customisable
presets with settings for signal routing, level adjustments, mixer, and effects,
with simplified I/O routing with preconfigured settings for immediate
recording and playback. It can also provided custom monitoring mixes with
adjustable volume, pan, and reverb. Front panel-positioned controls allow
quick access to input and output levels, as well as other settings. The Zen Q
Synergy Core is available for $899 USD/€899 EUR.
www.antelopeaudio.com

Genelec

Aural ID DAW plug-in
Using video footage supplied by the user via the free Aural ID Creator
mobile app, Genelec’s Aural ID software (an earlier version of which was
first featured in Resolution V19.1) analyses the way a user’s head,
external ear and upper body would affect and colour sound arriving
from all directions. It then takes the results of this analysis — the HeadRelated Transfer Function (HRTF) — created via a cloud-based
calculation engine, and applies it within the Aural ID plug-in to offer a
“personalised headphone experience” that better relates to the reality of
listening on speakers. Available in VST, AAX and AU formats, it is aimed
primarily at audio
professionals that
regularly work on
headphones or
ad-hoc environments.
The plug-in now
seeks to compensate
for the sound
colouration that any
headphones will
introduce, via two
modes of operation:
either a corrective EQ
individually tailored
for a library of specific
headphone models within the plug-in, or a second
mode that offers a more generalised response for a
range of professional headphone models. The software
can also import calibration files directly from Genelec’s
12 / March/April 2022

GLM loudspeaker manager software, in order
to better replicate the performance of a
user’s Genelec in-room monitoring system
— which can be modelled and stored by the
software.
The Aural ID plug-in is available directly
from the Genelec Cloud platform via a
cloud-based subscription service. Pricing
options for both individuals and corporate/
educational group licences are available.
www.genelec.com

Focal

Steinberg

Focal has added two new units to its Alpha Evo
range — the Alpha 80 Evo and Alpha Twin Evo —
as well as a new subwoofer, the Sub One. The two
reference monitor speaker models join the Alpha
50 Evo and Alpha 65 Evo, released last year, to
complete the range. All feature the same Slatefiber
cone models, made from recycled carbon fibre,
that the previous models utilise. The ‘80 Evo and
Twin Evo’s are both full analogue monitors with
class D amplifiers, the former bi-amped at 80W
and 35W to its 8” woofer and 1”
aluminium inverted dome tweeter
respectively, while the latter offer two
50W amps for its twin 6.5” woofers,
with an
additional
35” for the
high
frequencies.
Both monitors feature offer connection via
XLR, RCA and TRS.
The Sub One utilises twin 8” (20cm)
Slatefibre woofers with a front-firing two-port
design, powered by 200W RMS amplifier into a
compact design, with options for its low-pass
crossover, a volume control and footswitch bypass.

Steinberg has provided an update to its Dorico notation and composition
software, available in a various versions. New features include a Key
Editor in Write mode to help editing and use of continuous controllers,
dynamics and velocities in line with the music notation; Smart MIDI import
aims to interpret incoming tracks, remembering user choices for future
imports; Polyphonic MIDI transcription can now automatically separate
the music played into separate voices; while Insert mode gains an editable
stop position. Also the scope of Insert mode operations can now be
changed to edit only the current voice, all voices on the current
instrument, or all instruments in the flow. There is also now an on-screen
keyboard, fretboard and drum pads available, along with changes to Play
mode and Mixer. Apple Silicon is also now supported.

www.focal.com

www.steinberg.net

TASCAM

Sound Particles

This new portable recorder offers
192kHz/32-bit float point recording
technology, a 3.5” colour touchscreen
display for enhanced operational
visibility, internal detachable mics, six
setup modes each with instant
settings, and internal 8-track
recording. It applies an “app-like” set
of configuration options for various
recording tasks, including multitrack
recording, voice capture for
interviews, podcasts, music recording,
field recording, and ASMR
(Autonomous Sensory Meridian
Response — for capturing unusual/
sensory related sounds) all accessible and
editable via the display. It provides 4.6mm
diameter built-in condenser microphones,
with Tascam’s HDDA mic preamps, that can
be aligned in A-B and X-Y microphone
patterns using detachable mechanism. DSP
includes Compressor, Limiter, and Low-Cut
Filter, while wireless remote control is
possible via mobile devices
It provides 4 XLR and 1/4-inch inputs with
support for both mic and line-level, multi-function Aux In, Line Out and
Camera In/Out terminals.

Sound Particles’ new app — Space Controller OSC — is based on its
Space Controller software, and operates in the same way. Instead of
controlling the operation of Sound Particles’ own software, however OSC
connects a mobile phone to Steinberg’s Nuendo or Flux::’s SPAT
Revolution software to link the physical movements of the mobile device
on which it is installed to the software, enabling control over their native
spatial panning tools by pointing the phone to where the user wants a
sound to come from. It features Distance Control, and control of Dolby
Atmos Objects through direct connection to Nuendo’s VST MultiPanner in
real time. Space Controller OSC is available now through the App Store
and Google Play Store for an introductory price of $149 (plus applicable
taxes) until the end of February 28th, and is supported in iOS and Android
mobile devices. Full system requirements and additional product
information can be found on the company’s website.

Alpha 80 Evo, Alpha Twin
and Sub One

Portacapture X8

www.tascam.com

Dorico 4

Space Controller OSC

www.soundparticles.com
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TSL

Aaton-Digtal

Billed as “cost-effective, networked audio monitoring” TSL has
augmented its SAM-Q line with the new SAM-Q-NET and SAM-Q-EDIT
tools. The updates bring IP networking capability to the line, with support
for ST 2110-30, ST 2022-7 with onboard redundant 1G Ethernet
connectivity.
The SAM-Q monitor allows users to tailor their operation to different
environments, with support for several operational modes tailored to suit
studio facilities, OB trucks, master control positions and playout facilities.
Modes can be further configured to meet differing requirements and user
skill levels, with menu locking then available to ensure consistent
configuration and limit the scope for accidental changes. The SAM-Q-NET
has in-band and out-of-band control options, including NMOS support and
a REST-based API — more control options are also planned for the future,
the company says.
SAM-Q-NET will also offer MADI and loudness software options, which
are available as part of the SAM-Q software platform, meaning it is possible
to add functionality or repurpose the units as and when features are
needed. The SAM-Q-EDIT is an offline editing tool that allows systems’
designers and engineers to build configurations, apply modes, map
sources and loudness probes, enter source names and control front-panel
interface settings on the move. Also, with a visual display of all unit
parameters, users can easily view and edit configuration files.

Aaton-Digital’s
CantarMini digital
sound recorder is
now deliverable
equipped with an
Audinate 16x16
Dante board, with a
Dante+ software
upgrade option also
available on request.
The Dante card adds
16 bidirectional
channels to the
CantarMini, a mixer
recorder optimised
for compact carts or
body-rig use with
multiple wireless
receivers. Under the code PN 2400015, CantarMini+Dante,will cost €8390
MRP ex-VAT. Also, from September 2022, the Dante upgrade will become
available on all existing CantarMinis for the price of €1450, ex-VAT
(shipping costs, which will be needed to return units the the company
base in Grenoble for the upgrade, France are not included).
All Dante-equipped CantarMinis are eligible for the optional software
licensed DANTE+ features for an additional €299. The software upgrade
includes a digital limiter, digital gain and equaliser on DANTE inputs.

www.tslproducts.com

www.aaton.com/cantarmini

DirectOut

BallRoad Audio

The third and latest iteration of the German-based audio connectivity
specialist DirectOut’s Andiamo series AD/DA units comes with newly
designed converters, network-based audio features and remote control.
First launched in 2010, the newest units offer the option to support
network audio formats RAVENNA, Dante or SoundGrid – with up to 288
inputs and 288 outputs, internal routing matrix and failover redundancy
using EARS (Enhanced Automatic Redundancy Switching) in a 1U unit.
The device features eight Summing Busses, Input and Output Gains and
TRIM, hardware monitoring for PSU status and temperature and
redundant power supplies. Remote control over network is available via
Globcon software installed on Windows or Mac computers connected
using the dedicated ethernet port placed in the back of the unit, while
basic functions are quickly accessible via two function buttons on the
front panel. Selectable clock sources are word clock, MADI input, network
audio or the internal clock. The current system clock is provided at the
word clock output at any time.

Described as a “new approach to compression”, the DSC/L-01 plug-in from
iBallRoad Audio offers a unique Auto Dynamic Trim (ADT) feature whereby
the proprietary internal software alters compression ratio and trim on the
fly – based on the designer’s algorithms, the settings of the trigger
threshold knobs and the gain of the input signal. The hardware-styled front
panel of the plug-in offers access to Input gain (IN), Attack, Release, the
aforementioned trigger Threshold control, ADT setting (expressed as a x
amount), a mix control for parallel processing, a Link button to select stereo
or dual-mono control, a switch to select L-R or M-S processing of the
sidechain, A > B ‘States’ switches for easy parameter comparison,
oversampling control, access to the software’s LP and HP Filters (with
control of cutoff frequency) and left and Right Gain Reduction meters.
The stereo channels can be compressed together or in dual-mono
mode, with independent, algorithm-driven oversampling rate selection for
each channel separately. The software is currently available for Logic Pro X
as an AU or as a VST3-standard plug-in. A Pro Tools-compatible AAX
version on the cards soon as well, the company assures us, but is not yet
available. The software requires a Mac (M1 and Intel) with at least OSX 10.11
with at least and Intel i5 processor and 4GB of RAM, or a PC with Windows
10, an Intel i5 and 4GB of RAM. At the time of going to press the DSC/L-01
was available at an introductory price of $59.

www.directout.eu

www.iballroad.audio

SAM-Q-NET & SAM-Q-EDIT

Andiamo (3rd Gen)
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CantarMini with
16x16 Dante Board

DSC/L-01

OPTIMIZE YOUR
MONITORING

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
MONITORING REDEFINED
•
•
•
•

Unique room correction /speaker optimization solution
Complete monitoring section with multiple speaker sets & talkback
Integrates easily into the most complex studio environment (Eucon)
Control every function of your Trinnov at the press of a button

TRINNOV’S UNIQUE OPTIMIZER
Our world-renowned room correction Optimizer Technology is
recognized as best-in-class by users and reviewers across the
professional, commercial cinema and high-end audio worlds.

www.trinnov.com
TRINNOV AUDIO - 5 Rue Edmond Michelet, 93360 Neuilly-Plaisance / France
Email : sales@trinnov.com / +33 (0)1 47 06 61 37
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Business
John Moore

Measurement, music sales
and metamorphosis
A look at some of the latest music and pro audio stories...
AES launches new standard for
loudspeaker measurement

dubbed ‘M-noise’ — that has RMS and peak levels
as functions of frequency that have been shown to
better represent typical program material.
Furthermore, AES75 is designed to be
independently verifiable with analysers and mics
common to audio professionals, giving an
“enforceable metric to use in quotes and
architectural specs.”
Meyer Sound helped develop M-Noise as part of
the cross-discipline, 80-strong task group
(including representatives of the automotive,
consumer electronics, pro audio, post-production,
and cinema sectors) — based on a wide analysis of
music selections spanning all genres. The
procedures documented in AES75 provide
measurement of maximum linear sound levels by
incrementally increasing playback levels until the
magnitude or coherence of a loudspeaker’s
acoustic reproduction of the M-Noise test signal
reaches an unacceptable state. The AES75 test
procedures cover performance measurements of
both self-powered and externally powered
loudspeakers.
More information about AES75-2022 can be
found in the Audio Engineering Society’s Standards
News Blog. The AES75 standard as well as the
M-Noise signals and coherence test tracks are
available for download at its website.

/ Merlijn van Veen and Roger Schwenke

www.aes.org

The Audio Engineering Society has announced the
adoption and publication of AES75-2022, AES
standard for acoustics — Measuring loudspeaker
maximum linear sound levels using noise. Especially
of interest to the various installed sound markets,
but an interesting procedure for all such audio
hardware, in a press release, the Society launched
the new standard by saying it “addresses the need
for a practical and cohesive procedure for the
prediction of loudspeaker performance.” AES75 is
the result of work by the AES Standards
Committee’s SC-04-03-A Task Group, co-chaired by
Merlijn van Veen (senior technical support and
education specialist at Meyer Sound) and Roger
Schwenke, Ph.D. (Meyer Sound senior scientist
and innovation steward).

“AES75 will no doubt join the most impactful
standards that the Society has published in its long
history,” said AES Standards chair Bruce Olson,
“providing the audio industry with critical tools for
analysing the performance of audio equipment
and ensuring interoperability.”
Roger Schwenke believes the need for the
standard stems from the fact that “reading an SPL
number on a datasheet often inspired more
questions than answers regarding test signals used
and procedures for measurement. Most important
to the end-user is how the loudspeaker will
perform with typical audio signals and whether the
numbers can be compared apples-to-apples with
numbers from one datasheet to another.AES75
addresses these issues.”
The test provides a full, detailed procedure for
the assessment, as well as a specific test signal —
16 / March/April 2022

Global music sales take big leap back

The International
Federation of the
Phonographic Industry
(IFPI) has revealed that
2021 was a bumper year for
recorded music. Its annual
reported headline figures
show a story of recovery
and growth for the
industry, not just from the
pandemic but from a
20-year long trough that
has marked the transition from physical media to
online delivery. The 18.5% global growth in
revenue — building on the 8% growth recorded in
2020, when the worst of the pandemic’s effects took

their toll — stacks up to total surveyed revenues of
around $26bn. That’s a figure that finally takes total
revenues back above the high watermarks
registered by the record industry on either side of
the turn of the millennium.
While physical sales counted for virtually all
of 1999’s bumper year, despite a 16% expansion
in that market sector that area is now bringing in
less than 1/5th of total money into the industry (a
handy $5bn) — however, it’s worth noting that it
was the first time in 20 years that the market
sector has grown, a phenomenon partly driven
by the figures being depressed by pandemic
lockdowns in the previous survey period. Asia
showed particularly notable growth in CD sales,
with Vinyl continuing its revival with that sector
growing over 51%, following a 26% growth
during 2020.
This year’s growth was once again driven by a
close-to-22% expansion of paid-for streaming
revenues, with the 523m users of subscription
streaming services now providing 47% of that
sector’s revenues($16.9bn), which now makes up
66% of the total. Paid streaming remained a
significant driver: revenues rose by 21.9% and
accounted for 47.3% of the global market alone
(US$12.3 billion). While only counting for around
4% of the total revenue amount, another large
growth spurt came from Synchronisation —
monies from the use of recordings in adverts,
games, TV and films — which expanded its intake
by 22%. Unsurprisingly, the only sales sector not
to show growth on the survey a was ‘Downloads
and Other Digital’, which shrank by 11%. A victim
of the growth of streaming (or, as the IFPI
describes it, the ‘Access Model’), revenues from
permanent downloads fell by 15.3% to US$839.3
million and represented just 3.2% of the global
market in 2021. Other digital formats experienced
growth (+6.8 %) but represent only 1.1% of global
revenues.
Geographically, the US, Japan and the UK
headlined the biggest markets list — with all major
markets and geographical areas showing growth
Y-o-Y. The Middle-East and North Africa registered
an eye-catching 35% upturn in revenues, while
North America grew 22% and Europe 15%.
The Weeknd’s Save Your Tears topped the

all-format singles list, while his Blinding Lights also
featured on the chart. He was followed by The Kid
Laroi and Justin Beiber’s STAY, with Beiber also
appearing in sixth. Dua Lipa’s Levitating, BTS’
Butter and Olivia Rodrigo’s Driving Licence (she was
also at eight, with Good 4 U).
Adele’s 30 topped all of the LP charts (with 4.6m
physical Album Sales, 826k of which were on vinyl,
to the general chagrin of any indie label owner
we’ve come across this year). She was trailed by
Rodrigo’s SOUR in the All-formats list, ABBA’s
comeback Voyage, on the Album Sales chart (with
2.06m physical sales) and Harry Styles’ 2019 LP Fine
Line on the Vinyl Albums Chart (379k). Fleetwood
Mac (Rumours), The Beatles (Abbey Road), Nirvana
(Nevermind) and Pink Floyd (Dark Side) all appeared
in the Vinyl top ten, each shifting over 250k copies
of those classic LPs and — with combined sales for
the four nearing 1.2m.

company started by their grandfather, Fritz
Sennheiser added: “As a family-owned company,
we want to grow sustainably through our own
efforts” and that it will target what it considers
“fast-growing markets” for the sector, such as
audio-for-video and semi-professional audio
creators, such as — one suspects — the fertile
podcasting and streaming markets that seem to
be a real growth area in the last 18 months.
The Business Communications unit will focus
on equipment for universities and their need for
hybrid learning technology, as well as corporate
meeting rooms. Alongside this, Neumann.Berlin
will look to expand with “a strong focus on digital

workflows and extended software and service
solutions, as well as with new product offerings”,
including expansion of the Neumann monitor line,
and — again — equipment for mobile working and
streaming, as well as immersive audio.
In a joint statement, Andrea and Daniel added
that the restructuring and refocusing of the
business was “a big change in the history of
Sennheiser because we are returning to where we
started,” but that the change will allow the
company to develop new products “with a
complete focus on our professional business.”
www.sennheiser.com

www.ifpi.org

Sennheiser restructures after
consumer audio deal

Following the announcement of the sale of its
consumer audio business to the Swiss medical
hearing solutions company Sonova Holding AG in
May of last year — a deal that rumbled through
regulatory approval during 2021 and into 2022 —
Sennheiser has now announced that it is
refocusing the company brand back on pro audio
markets.

/ Daniel & Andreas Sennheiser

With the deal complete as of March 1st, and
with Sennheiser-branded consumer headphones
and soundbar lines now off the company’s books
and in the hands of a parent company that also
own brands such as Phonak, AudioNova, Boots
Hearing Care and Lapperre, the core remaining
elements of Sennheiser will be structured as three
business units: Pro Audio, Business
Communication, and Neumann.Berlin. Sonova
will continue to use the Sennheiser brand name
for sales of consumer hearing products,
leveraging a long-term license agreement agreed
as part of the sale.
Company Co-CEO Daniel Sennheiser believes
that the company has been “transformed” over the
past couple of years, and that “despite the
pandemic [it] can look back on a very successful
financial year” that saw it exceed targets.
In terms of moving forward, the Sennheiser
Group’s other Co-CEO Andreas Sennheiser — the
other half of a third-generation family
management partnership that now controls the
March/April 2022 / 17

Broadcast aside
Dennis Baxter

Front Soundfield
Reinforcement
DENNIS BAXTER considers the role of soundbars in Immersive Sound reproduction, and
looks at how to use them to effectively expand the soundfield for sports fans

W

ith stereo and surround sound it is
assumed that the listener listens over
a similar speaker configuration that
the mixer created the soundfield on.
Things were fine with stereo, because most
television cabinets had enough room for two
speakers, but surround sound required more
speakers and had less speaker space so things
quickly fell apart.
Soundbars represent an impressive, immersive
compromise that accelerated the acceptance and
integration of surround sound and no doubt
immersive soundbars are critical to the future of
immersive entertainment, but mixing immersive
sound is inherently difficult because the sound
producer has no control over how their work is
reproduced. Discrete speakers are out of the
question for most consumers and — even though I
strongly believe that soundbars are the salvation of
immersive sound — there are no standards for
soundbars particularly when it comes to
immersive sound reproduction.

Exploiting soundbars

Essentially all immersive soundbars depend on
projecting and reflecting sound into the room. I see
few soundbars with rear satellite speakers, so from
a single unit soundbar all the sound radiates from
in front of the listener, and the soundfield is
dependent on reflective sound for dimensional
localisation and reflective sound is dependent on
the surfaces of the listening space. Clearly the
acoustics of every space is unique and while the
pricier soundbars can be calibrated for the space,
either with a calibration microphone or through
menus to improve performance, there is no perfect
soundbar solution.
Basic immersive sound production for sports is
often just atmospheric embellishments. However,
consider that every competition space has its own
room tone that is often polluted with excessive PA,
mechanical systems noise and reflections upon
reflections. If you are creating a basic immersive
soundfield, then how much noise do you want to
add to your mix especially in the front height
channels?
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Front Soundfield Reinforcement

In 2016, I presented the principles of Front
Soundfield Reinforcement, which uses all the front
channels to emphasise specific sonic designs and
embellishments within a sound mix. Elevation is
essential to an authentic immersive sound mix and
Front Soundfield Reinforcement uses the front
vertical space to enhance the sensation of
elevation. The sound space in front of the listener/
viewer can be sonically organised to enhance the
details of the sound experience while using the side
reflections to deliver the ambiance and
atmosphere.

For example, basketball uses a camera under
each basket arm to show an exaggerated head to
toe shot of the athlete, often looking up at the
basket. An effective basketball sound design would
place two miniature microphones beside the rim
and net (Photo) and some microphones at floor
level to capture the ball dribble and sneaker
squeaks. Front Soundfield Reinforcement
positions the net microphones in the upper front
channels and the floor microphones in the left and
right channel. Every time the camera is used the
soundfield switches from a wide perspective to the
close-up, head-to-toe perspective with the net

/ Column

a cocktail of ‘capture and create’, and the methods
and tools are evolving quickly.
Next-generation mixing is beyond atmospheric
embellishment — which is the current state of
immersive sports sound. I think it is evident that
for immersive sound to be fully embraced it must
be exciting.
I have been criticised for using the surround
channels for sports sounds, but it just makes sense
to put the boxing coaches in the surround channels
during competition. It is aurally stimulating to put
some of the microphones from ski jumping in the
height channels to give that impression of lifting
off. I have often said that ‘sound does not have to be

microphones above the listener.
Front Soundfield Reinforcement supports the
soundfield with clarity, detail and sonic
enhancements. It could be argued that the
perspective may not be perfect, but in my opinion
sports is entertainment and not a documentary.
Field sports such as football do not lend
themselves to having sports sounds above the
listener, but winter sports such as the past 2022
Olympic Games clearly benefit from vertical
expansion using the principles of Front Soundfield
Reinforcement. I have compiled and tested most
popular winter sports in: Immersive Sound Design
and Production for Winter Sports, which can be
downloaded at https://books.apple.com/us/book/
id1607550427

perfect, but it should be exciting’.
Down mixes were always perceived as a
problem with surround because of inadequate
downmix algorithms, alternative mixes are not the
problem any more because of rendering. If you get
aggressive with sound placement in the height
channels it won’t get lost in the stereo mix because
the stereo mix will be rendered separately than the
immersive sound mix.
Mix the future with a critical and practical ear,
its not rocket science. With some experience,
critical listening and evaluation an immersive
sound experience is absolutely possible for future
consumption over any listening format.

mc 36
2

ALL-IN-ONE

AUDIO PRODUCTION

CONSOLE

Moving towards the future

Future Sound should not be bound by
compromises in mixes or downmixes since Future
Sound will render a mix appropriate for the
playback setup if there is proper metadata, but
Future Sound requires next-generation mixing to
support and heighten next-generation
consumption. Next-generation mixing considers
soundbars, and how to optimise a mix for
soundbar reproduction. Next-generation mixing is

lawo.com/products/mc²36/

www.lawo.com
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Genelec GLM 4.1 and
8341 ‘The Ones’
MIKE AITON spent a couple of months getting really down and dirty with a pair of Genelec
8341s, so that he could test the new GLM 4.1 software

little speakers to suffer in direct contrast to the larger ones, but this really wasn’t
the case. Indeed, it was very impressive how well the smaller sizes stood up.
Yes, they weren’t quite as accurate and obviously didn’t have the bass
extension, but the difference was way smaller (pun intended) than you would
expect. Video editors and SFX editors take good note! We then switched to
listening to Dolby Atmos music mixes. The Elton John’s Rocket Man mix by
Greg Penny was jaw-droppingly good. It made the hairs on the back of my neck
stand on end. The Dolby Atmos demos showed how good the imaging was on
this range of monitors. I went home working out how to get my lounge full of
7.1.4 WAF (wife approval factor) monitoring…
Dolby Atmos for music is really exciting and opens up so many possibilities,
but I suspect I am preaching to the converted here?
The range of the 83xx series was remarkably similar in performance, with
greater bass extension and transients/power handling as the size increased. I
thought the 8341s were the best sounding to my ears and the sweet spot of the
range.

In my Studio

B

eing tenacious and believing wholeheartedly in my mantra that
‘reconnaissance is never wasted’, the first thing I did prior to this
review was to pop over to Scrub’s Soho demo suite so that I could hear
the entire range of The Ones, Genelec’s active DSP-enabled Smart
Active Monitors (SAM) range. That consists (in short) of a two-way series: 8320,
8330, 8340, 8350 (and the 1032c) and a three-way 8331, 8341, 8351 and 8361.
There are numerous subwoofers and a series of studio reference monitors
(designed for soffit mounting) as well as a two-way AoIP monitor — so
something for everybody in there.
After listening to the range in stereo without the GLM, we decided that the
8341s would be appropriate to try in my studio (my usual monitoring poison of
choice being Swiss-made two-way PSI 21s with a 7” woofer). The 8341s are
medium size three-way point source 38Hz-37kHz (-6 dB) monitors capable of
110dB, and are quite popular in the post-production community. Their vital
statistics are H370 x W 237 x D 243 mm, with their (included) Iso-Pod
surefooted ‘slippers’ on. The 8341s have ‘Minimum Diffraction Coaxial (MDC)
Driver Technology’, which is Genelec marketing speak for coaxial drivers, to
give accurate imaging and reduce phase errors. The speakers have plenty of
active power with 250W Bass (Class D) + 150W Midrange (Class D) + 150W
Treble (Class D) and are well very connected with 1x XLR AES/EBU and 1x XLR
Analog Inputs,1 x XLR AES/EBU Output and 2x RJ45 Control for the GLM stuff.

Atmos possibilities

I was then given a short walkthrough of how to set up the GLM software, which
consists of doing an audio sweep allowing the system’s reference mic and
software to do its work. We then started listening to the range in stereo to
compare the surprising lack of difference, and the accuracy of the imaging. I
have to say the quality of the range was very impressive. You would expect the
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My studio’s Pro Tools HDX rig is usually connected via Mogami AES D-subs
from its Avid Omni audio interface to my Trinnov D-Mon, which serves the
studio as its monitor controller as well as its room optimiser. From there, I use
the Trinnov DACs to connect to my PSI monitors (an all analogue design). To
use the 8341s I went the same route so that I could compare like-for-like and
still use the D-Mon as a monitor controller and to take some measurements to
verify my ears.

GLM Setup

To set up the GLM in my studio, I installed the software on my Mac (running OSX
Catalina 10.15.7). I then connected the GLM adaptor, like a small router, to the
computer via USB 2.0, and plugged the small singular Genelec measurement
microphone into the GLM adaptor. From the GLM adaptor, I plugged a network
cable to the nearest speaker, and then from there I daisy-chained on to the next
speaker (I would have gone via the subwoofer first if I had one).
If you hold the mains button down on the back of the speaker for 10 seconds
it will reset to factory settings (a nice touch!). I also opted to select the dip
switch option on the rear to not use any stored settings (just for belt and
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braces). There are quite a few dip switches for bass roll, bass and treble tilts,
ISS (Intelligent Signal Sensing — for sleep mode), LED on/off etc.
The first job in the GLM is to set up your SAM layout, which defines where
your speakers are located in the room. Once you have done that you can create
a ‘monitor group preset’. You can have the same set of monitors in two
different groups — say, one group preset for the engineer position and one for
the couch at the back of the room — each with its own optimised calibration.

Calibration

To calibrate, you need to enter the serial number of the measurement mic so
that its calibration file can be retrieved from the cloud. You can select either a
single point location measurement or MultiPoint where you take a
measurement across a range of locations (I tried both). Hit start calibration
and let the speakers and software do their thing. It’s very quick and is like a
sine sweep. The software then analyses the results in the cloud so that it can
compare your results to other people’s and tailor the results with all the
accumulated knowledge base (or something along those lines - it’s above my
pay grade). The GLM software can do lots of things like calibrated levels,
mutes, dims, profiles, preset management, importing and exporting set up
files etc. I even managed to update the firmware in the speakers (my mum
would be proud of me)!

My second measurement is a multi-point measurement along the
horizontal axis where I sit when mixing.

The Sound

These speakers really are most excellent. I spent a week acclimatizing to them
before using the GLM, and found their imaging superb — among the best that I
have ever heard. That is definitely their strongest suit; while the bass is taught
and fast. The last time I mixed with Genelec speakers was on a pair of washing
machine-sized 1038s in Clearcut’s Theatre 1. I really liked those monitors, but I
wasn’t a fan of the 1031s that were prevalent in UK post studios in the late 90s.
These 8341s are a different breed entirely. They are actually rear-ported, but
more tolerant of wall proximity than some such designs due to the EQ tilt dip
switches As they are a ported design, they don’t choke at high volume and
remain very dynamic with plenty of headroom (more on that later). I didn’t
find the treble fatiguing at all (I don’t like sizzles) and, because of my BBC
heritage, I really insist on a neutral mid-range for voices. The plethora of dip
switches really help tailor the response in relation to their positioning in a
room. Full marks there, Genelec!
My studio, being of relatively modest size, has (by definition) some acoustic
issues. Ask an acoustic designer to design you a room smaller than 4 or 5
metres wide and watch them run for the hills… My room is treated, but has the
usual post-production panoply of screens and reflective nonsense. That really
does not help, especially with imaging — that can tend towards vague in these
situations.
GLM’s ‘Time of Flight’ correction is fairly critical either when using height
speakers in an Atmos config, where the ceiling height may be compromised,
or if you are unable to obtain the correct ITU hemisphere around the mix
position. I wasn’t testing in ATMOS (I wish!) and my stereo monitors are in the
perfect configuration, so I didn’t test this.

Measuring Up?

I also used the Trinnov tetrahedral measurement mic and its MLS tones to
see how the results compared. This graph is with the 8341s with no GLM
correction:

This graph is with GLM correction:

I set GLM 4.1i in motion and measured the before and after. Testing and analysis
are very quick (a couple of minutes) and not the painfully protracted that
Sonarworks can be. Once measured, the GLM settings can be stored in the
monitors (if the stored settings control dip switch is on), so the GLM adaptor
doesn’t have to be permanently wired up to a computer (although I left mine
connected for the entirity of the test).
My main observation about the GLM is that it is not externally controllable,
apart from with a volume control dial or with some MIDI labouring (I am a
guitarist, so no thanks). It seems that in this day and age, with so many people
using EUCON controllers (S1, S3, S4 or S6 or even the iPad), it’s a bit of pain
having to ‘alt+tab’ to GLM to be able to solo, mute or dim or cut. If I didn’t have
my own controller, I would have been a little bit more miffed. While this is a
definite point that could be improved, apart from that GLM was easy to use.

How good was it, though?

Here is the first measurement result from my left speaker taken by the GLM
software (not multi-point), where Red = measurement obtained, Blue = Filter
sum applied and Green = Corrected speaker output.
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This graph shows the GLM correction with Trinnov correction applied as well:

The Trinnov is also able to differentiate the phase degree against frequency:

Observations and Feedback

GLM noticeably improved these speakers. If you have them, you’d be nuts not
to implement it. GLM was able to remove significant room/speaker resonance
and interaction at 40Hz, 80Hz, 120Hz &150Hz with notches. It was less
successful at boosting antinodes as it only allows a maximum increase of 4dB.
It was able to remove some 10-12dBdB humps down to about +/- 4dB. It’s worth
noting, that the filtering and EQ correction is applied to the input signal to each
speaker within the speaker, and is not post-digital crossover, so there is no
advantage in this being done within the speaker rather than before the
speaker, I checked this with Genelec HQ. Also, the multi-point measurement
seemed to give a better result (thanks for the tip, JJ).
At approximately £4600 per pair (inc VAT), these are not cheap monitors.
But quality does not come cheap. Genelec is known for its reliability as well as
accuracy. The advantage of the ‘DSP in the speakers’ model is that you can get
into speaker/room correction at a cheaper price point than with a specialised
processor, like the Trinnov. Also, when you start building up the number of

The Ones show respect for the
fundamentals, delivering a solid
foundation, upon which the
technology of GLM builds

speakers and move towards the Dolby Atmos level of entry at 7.1.4, the
onboard DSP model starts being less persuasive as the monitoring control
needs start becoming even more important.
There were some phasing issues, with an 180º phase error on these
speakers in this room at 50Hz and 150Hz. I am not sure if I had the GLM
extended phase linearity on or off when I measured, so hands up to a bit of a
fail there for me. However, despite their very different way of doing things,
these speakers are the nearest that I have heard to my PSIs and are the only
speakers that I have heard that, if you took my PSI monitors away and told me I
had to use these, I would be just about okay with that.
That is high praise indeed. My feedback to Genelec was that it would be cool
if one could separate the graphs graphically in the GLM software, colour
separation is not enough. The second point I raised with the boffins was that of
monitor controller/switching integration as mentioned earlier.
The third piece of feedback was the main one really: that it would be good to
grant more than 4dB of gain to counter nulls in the room. I could feel some
muted Finnish internal reticence at the idea; Genelec’s speaker designers have
created their best attempt at designing a perfect speaker, so they are not too
happy with the idea of some post-production idiot placing it in a less than
perfect room and reducing its dynamic headroom by adding a ton of EQ gain.
However, we are grown-ups in post-production and we don’t run our speakers
at full tilt all day (unless we are mixing Dune). Rooms are less than perfect and
I want the choice to be able to make a slight sacrifice to ‘the alter of headroom’
to enable flatter monitoring and make better decisions. This is the trouble with
gamekeepers writing software for the poachers! Genelec could be slightly less
precious here, though I can appreciate their caution. However, real-world
rooms can ruin your great designs, and Genelec perhaps need to be accepting
of that; I think its customers will thank it in the long run.
Genelec is a company that has been working consistently to improve the
standard of professional audio monitoring, and The Ones show respect for the
fundamentals, delivering a solid foundation for success, upon which the
technology of GLM builds — a little too conservatively for my taste, but
understandably so. It’s undeniable, though, that the GLM feature set has
matured nicely with this big update and its new back-end. Going Dolby Atmos?
You’d be nuts not to try out this combination.

VERDICT
PROS

The Ones range offer great imaging and a ton of flexibility in terms of
configuration; GLM software is an almost perfect companion; easy set
up for noticable improvements

CONS

Needs more flexibility in correction (especially nulls) for some users;
external control of GLM software only via MIDI

www.genelec.com
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Focusrite Clarett+ 8Pre
GEORGE SHILLING imbibes the new season’s red, and finds it rich and full bodied,
with a sparkling aftertaste

F

ocusrite’s new Clarett+ 8Pre tops a range of
three interfaces. The smaller ones are the
2Pre and 4Pre, the number referring to the
quantity of in-built microphone preamps
on these comprehensively featured USB A/D-D/A
interfaces. Improved microphone preamp quality
is the main defining feature compared to
Focusrite’s Scarlett range. The new ‘plus’ iterations
of the Claretts up the ante with further
improvements in audio quality. The specifications
show THD+N improvements over the older
models, and this new range employs not only
upgraded analogue inputs, but entirely different
D-A converter chips.
The Clarett+ is class compliant with macOS, but
you need to install the Focusrite Control software
to access settings on the unit. Hookup is via a
USB-C connector, and on this model the power
supply is integral via an IEC connector.

Any Old Iron

All analogue inputs and outputs are on separate
connectors: eight Mic/Line combo jacks (two on
the front panel with individual Instrument setting
available), 10 TRS Line Output jacks on the rear.
Two improved headphone outputs on the front
have individual analogue volume knobs — these
were certainly beefy enough. Oddly, they carry the
signals routed to Line Outputs 7/8 and 9/10 which
could be a nuisance if you’re also monitoring in
surround. However, using the Control software
you can route any pair of inputs or DAW outputs to
these, or a custom mix (more of which below). And
there are useful digital inputs and outputs: Optical
for ADAT/ or S/MUX, with the input capable of
accepting S/PDIF. A pair of phonos for S/PDIF are
also provided. And there is a Word Clock output via
BNC. Further, there is a handy pair of 5-pin DIN
MIDI connectors so you can connect any old
controller, drum machine or synth.

Control

The control software is elegant and simple to use,
(and there’s even a smart iOS app which controls
the mixer in the computer app via wifi). The
Settings page (which can be hidden) is for
selecting clock, sample rate etc., and here you can
set up the Monitor volume to control multiple
outputs (for surround setups) or disable it when
using an external monitor controller. The main
part of the window shows either Input Settings or
Output Routing. Mic Preamp gain is controlled
solely via front panel pots, as is 48V phantom
power (two buttons for inputs 1-4 and 5-8). There
is no digital control for these, therefore no
possibility of recalling mic gain setups. So all you
have on the Input Settings page are Line/
Instrument selectors for Inputs 1/2, and individual
‘Air’ on/off controls for each input channel. If
signal is present, a meter appears by the
corresponding input, (with slower PPM-like
ballistics compared to the front panel LEDs).

There’s Posh

The Air setting (a term used fora variety of different
reasons features by a number of competitors) flips
in a hardware circuit, which reduces input
impedance and adds HF boost to emulate the
original Focusrite ISA 110 preamps. Indeed, those
were characterised by a supremely clear, pristine
and open top-end. You might wonder why you
wouldn’t want this enabled at all times, but for some
sources, the ISA was a bit too ‘posh’, and I would
yearn for something beefier like Rupert’s older 1073
with more rock ’n’ roll warmth and power, or the
aggressive sound of a 1980s SSL or (pre-Neve) Amek.
It’s definitely worth noting that the Clarett+’s Air
mode is not what would be described subtle,
perhaps akin to switching from a Shure SM7 to a
Neumann U87 or KM184. But, it is useful, crisply
opening up the top-end.

Custom Mix

The Output Routing page is easy to navigate with
simple choices of stereo sources for each output —
any of the hardware inputs directly routed
through, or any pairs of DAW Outputs. You can
rename inputs and outputs in the mixer, which
undoubtedly helps to keep tabs on things more
easily in a studio installation. Deselecting STEREO
on an output generates a new separate window for
each mono output. A fader for each analogue
output is provided, along with Mute buttons for all,
and Dim and Mute buttons for the main Monitor
outputs mirroring those on the front panel. A
simple graphic on the main area of the window
shows a complete map to all of the routing. As well
as the Hardware and Playback (DAW) drop-down
selectors, there is also a Custom Mix option. This
changes the graphic to a mixer setup area where
you can build multiple faders from hardware or
software (DAW) inputs. Each fader has a stereo pan
slider as necessary, and Mute and Solo buttons.
Operationally, there is little to criticise within
the Clarett+ 8Pre or its software. With good panel
layout, flexible and easy to understand software
control and thoroughly reliable operation. To be
picky, it might be preferable to have individual
channel phantom power toggling, but at this price
point it’s really not a problem — what makes it an
even better deal is that you get a few nice bundled
plug-ins with the package too. The Clarett+ 8Pre’s
build is refined yet solid (it weighs in at 4kg), and
there is no arguing about the quality of the sound
with these terrific preamps and converters.

VERDICT
PROS	
Super sounding preamps for the money;
Air feature for ISA 110 emulation; great
sounding AD/DA converters; elegant
control software
CONS:

/ The 8Pre provides – no surprise – XLR combo inputs; six on the rear, two on the front

Phantom power only in banks of four; mic
preamp gain control not recallable

www.focusrite.com
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Antelope Audio
ZenQ Synergy Core
JOHN MOORE takes a look at the new USB-powered Synergy
Core system for smaller rigs or those on-the-move

P

reviously available as a Thunderbolt-connected unit, the
ZenQ USB sits next to its brother as an option for those who
rely on USB — ideally, the USB4 standard that is
implemented on new Macs these days, and is moving
towards being the go-to standard across the board (of course, for
older Mac users the Thunderbolt ZenQ may be preferable). It is the
power provision from the USB bus that we’re told is the important
factor here, because while the latest USB standard will provide all
the ZenQ needs from a so-equipped PC, Mac or Macbook via a
USB-C lead, users of the older USB3 standard will require a
dual-connection lead to provide the extra juice the unit requires to
function properly. This dual USB-A to USB-C ‘Y lead’ is included in
the ZenQ package.

Build

A tidy, solid, 20cm x 14cm wedge desk unit, the ZenQ’s demure top
panel shows only a colour display, three buttons — ‘Gain’, which
cycles through the various input options for the I/O and can be
used to enter the control menu; ‘HP/Mon’, for setting the
monitoring levels for the monitor outputs and headphones; and
the Antelope Button, which exits control areas back to the main
meter display — and a large rotary encoder for the altering of
settings. This encoder also operates as a push button to select
options like Phantom Power provision on the mic inputs. It all adds
up to good, intuitive workflows and a streamlined layout that keeps
everything neat.
The front fascia carries two Hi-Z/Line inputs and two, separately
amplified, headphone outs on ¼” jack. At the rear are two combo
jacks for the connection of mic or line level inputs as needed, RCA
SPDIF I/O, 2x ¼” TRS monitor outs, 2x ¼” TRS line outs, an ADAT
in to further expand the mic pre provision via the addition of an
external unit, and the USB-C I/O.
The display’s metering is clear and crisp, giving instant visual
feedback when needed. Obviously, the display angle and
positioning is ideally suited to desktop use in close proximity to the
user and viewing angles reflect this.

Controlling Synergy Core

Much of the work with the ZenQ will be done via its Control Panel
software, which also affords access to one of the major selling
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points of the ZenQ ecosystem: the AFX
range of platform-exclusive ultra-low
latency plugins, which leverage the FGPA
processors of the Synergy Core system.
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FGPA)
provide something close to a set of
pre-configured digital building blocks that
can be connected at will by software; a chip
that can be reconfigured as required for the
processing tasks it is being asked to
perform. This makes it a powerful system,
capable of performing a large number of
parallel tasks — as opposed to the
sequential nature of standard DSP
processing — in unique topologies. It is
perhaps easiest to think of it, maybe, as a
digital chip equivalent of software systems
like MAX/MSP or PureData, software that
allows digital processing modules to be
linked in almost limitless user-definable
webs. However, this uniqueness also
means it operates on a different paradigm
to standard digital audio processing and
programming, meaning the creation of the
chips and the software for them is a highly
specialised task.
Inspired by work done with the tech by
peers such as RME, Antelope Audio threw
all of its design skill into creating an FPGA
chip that would be easier to apply to audio
processing, as well as complementary
systems for programming it. It has also
linked FGPA processing with more
standardised DSP chips to create the
‘Synergy Core’ system, which looks to utilise
the advantages of the former — among them
very low latencies twinned with high
processing power — while simultaneously
opening up its ecosystem to third parties.
These include companies such as Antares,
which has created a version of Autotune to
run on Antelope’s hardware.
Buyers of the ZenQ will get 37 plugins
included in the package, among them
models of mic-pres, compressors, EQs,
amp simulators, and a reverb. All of these
can be applied as part of the recording
channel or to outputs from the DAW for
Insert or Send effects chains; the Control
Panel software and the AFX system can

also provide an array of microphone
models at next-to-zero latency for
recording when twinned with one of the
company’s modelling microphones.
The whole package is very slick and very
pleasing to use; as with any low-latency
monitoring option, working with Control
Panel adds another layer to your workflow,
but the software is clearly laid out and easy
to parse without much assistance, while
setting up the AFX instances on inputs for
monitoring or on tracks coming from a
DAW is simple, and the results of their
processing impressive. Due to the nature of
the Synergy Core system, however, to use
and alter the effects as Inserts from within
a DAW requires the additional AFX2DAW
software (at the time of writing, this was
being offered as part of various ZenQ
packages via Antelope and its stockists),
otherwise audio needs to be routed out of
the DAW and then back from the interface
(in Logic Pro, this is a process facilitated by
the I/O plugin on an Insert or Send, while
in Pro Tools you would need to configure a
Hardware Insert).

Results

While the ‘showy’ bit of Antelope Audio’s
tech is undoubtedly Synergy Core and its
plug-ins, somewhat ironically, it’s easy to
completely forget about the unique
technology that’s underpinning them when
they’re in use — but that’s how it should be.
What’s more, the focus on the Synergy
Core aspects of the ZenQ should also not
diminish other aspects of its design and
build that showcase things Antelope has
always done well. This includes the
pleasingly pristine quality of its mic pres
— which offer -121 dB (A-weighted) of
dynamic range, THD of -106 dB, and up to
65dB of gain) and the AD/DA conversion
(up to 192kHz), both of which are
impressively reliable performers.
These factors together serve to make this a
highly desirable, extremely flexible and
powerful recording solution for those who
are already working with larger Synergy
Core options in other settings, those
on-the-go or working with small in-the-box
production rigs.

VERDICT
PROS	
Compact, light, portable
interface ideal for laptop work;
high-quality pres; low-latency
effects using powerful FGPA
processing; slick layout
CONS

Synergy Core system requires
additional software to control
plugins from within a DAW, or
routing via I/O

www.antelopeaudio.com
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Hazelrigg Industries VNE
BARRY RUDOLPH is impressed by the transparency of this new compressor

T

he VNE is a Class-A single-channel PWM
tube-based compressor. Hazelrigg
Industries now handles all manufacturing,
repairs, plus dealer and artist relations for
both the D.W. Fearn product line and the growing
Hazelrigg line that also includes the companion
VLC Tube Microphone/Line/DI Pre-Amp/FourBand Passive Equaliser.
VNE, or “velocity never exceed” is aviation
jargon ascribed to by both Doug Fearn and the
Hazelrigg brothers — all three of whom are
aeroplane pilots as well as musicians. The 2U VNE
is actually one-half a D.W. Fearn VT-7 Stereo Tube
Compressor, utilising the same circuit design and
gain reduction methodology.

PWM gain control

Like the VT-7, the VNE uses a pulse width
modulation scheme for controlling gain through
the unit. Also called pulse duration modulation or
PDM, this technology dates back to the ‘60s with
the transistorized EMT 156 Stereo Limiter/
compressor/expander and the PYE 4060 modules
among others.
A converter chops up the incoming analogue
audio signal into a pulse train—a series of switched,
on/off pulses that represents the analogue signal’s
average power. The longer the switched pulse is on
(the duration or width of the pulse) compared to
when it is off, the higher the total power of the
signal. If the “on” pulses last half the time as do the
“off” pulses, that is called a 50% duty cycle — half of
the average power.
Once converted to a pulse train, it is fairly easy
to manipulate the length of the pulses very
precisely to vary the duty cycle from 0% to up to
100% instantly. With a fast enough switch rate and
sufficient filtering, the resultant output voltage is
used to control the gain-changing element in the
compressor. The VNE’s switch rate is high enough
to allow transparent compression up its highfrequency limit at 80kHz.
The VNE uses a Dave Hill-designed and Doug
Fearn modified PWM circuit switching at a
1.6MHz. The manipulated output drives a FET
(Field Effect Transistor) control element
configured as a passive pad. Apart from physically

moving a console fader, this is the most
transparent and passive way to change audio level.

Chassis and controls

Behind the modest and unadorned, earth tonecoloured front panel is a well organised handwired chassis. There are both custom-built
transformers for the input (Jensen) and output
(Melcor). There is a large toroidal AC power
transformer, a DC regulator board to power the
four, hand-selected and tested 6072A dual triodes,
the PWM converter, and LED metering boards.
There are just five controls and switches on the
front panel. Like the VT-7, all controls on the VNE
are continuously adjustable with operating ranges
conducive to good performance and sound. The
VNE is capable of at least 50dB of clean
compression but is constrained to 20dB.
The Threshold control on the left side of the
VNE starts with no compression at fully
counterclockwise (CCW). I like compressors with
separate threshold controls because you can set up
an audio signal path through the unit starting at
unity gain. Input operating level is matched using
the (output) Gain control on the far right side. The
maximum gain available is 15dB.
After the Threshold control is a three-position
rotary switch that rotates between Bypass, In, and
HPF positions. HPF adds a 6dB/octave 150Hz
high-pass filter in the side-chain.
The Attack and Release controls range from
Fast at CCW and Slow at full clockwise. Like the
VT-7, the VNE’s two side-chains have different
attack and release time constants and also different
ratios and knee shapes.
These are designed and set according to Doug
Fearn’s preferences and sonic aesthetics -– there is
no information as to how fast and slow these
controls range, but I found them to work exactly
perfectly especially on lead vocals.

Transparent vocal compressor

I started with a female vocal track where I wanted
to keep the emotive quality but restrain its wide
dynamic range without being too noticeable. I
placed VNE on an insert in Pro Tools HDX after a
Fab Filter Q3 plug-in used to reduce certain low

mid-range frequencies. The VNE worked
wonderfully to keep the vocal level constant
without hearing usual (fast) release time distortion,
softened attacks and squashed peaks.
There is a single bi-coloured output LED on VNE
that stayed green most of the time with occasional
flashes of red; it’s reading the unit’s output level
peaks. I liked the way the 11-segment LED gain
reduction meter is divided into the first seven LEDs
each representing 1dB of compression with the
final three LEDs covering a range to about 15dB of
more compression.
For this vocal I used the HPF position to deal
with occasional low-frequency plosives; and I liked
the way it still kept their impact — just less so.
According to the GR metre, it was delivering up to
seven LEDs (7dB) compression without the HPF
and then six with it in. I heard no dulling and no
distortion unless my settings were too extreme. I
do wish for some numbers on the front panel to
notate for recalls — detents would help too.
I compressed a drop-tuned (key of D) bass guitar
track that was intentionally distorted in places and
recorded at full level. I find when compressing
distorted sources, it’s usually the distortion that
becomes more hearable! The VNE scores well here
by levelling this bass track nicely and without
adding anything extra. I did have to drop the hot
level coming out of my Pro Tools rig to make
setting the Threshold control less touchy.
The VNE is an excellent sounding world-class
compressor. When you’re looking for minimal
collateral sonic damage, I found it especially
beautiful for vocals when recording or mixing
them.

VERDICT
PROS

Totally Transparent Compression; good
build quality

CONS

No couple jack for using two of them for
stereo, no marking or detents on controls

www.hazelriggindustries.com
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Kali Audio LP-6 2nd Wave
BARRY RUDOLPH is more than happy with these updated nearfield monitors from Kali
Audio

K

ali Audio’s 2nd Wave LP-Series Monitors are
upgraded versions of their best-selling 2-way
LP-Series of studio monitors first launched in
2018. There are just two models in the line:
the LP-6, a 6.5” monitor (reviewed here) and the LP-8,
with an 8” woofer.
I’ve found all the Kali Audio monitors to sound
marvellous, especially considering their low retail
price point(s) — the LP-6 being around $199 US MSRP
each. The LP-6’s height is 14.125” (35.9cm), width 8.75”
(22.2cm), and 10.25” (26cm) deep. Their compact size,
great sound and pricing making them popular for new,
professional surround/ATMOS monitoring setups both
at home and in the studio. The LP-6s will work as rear
surround or object monitors with the larger LP-8
models or the Kali Audio IN-8 three-ways making up
the L-C-R monitors.
LP, named after Lone Pine, a hiker’s rendezvous
point in California’s Eastern Sierra Mountains, was Kali
Audio’s first monitor line and the 2nd Wave update
covers both user suggestions as well has big
improvements in performance and sound.

What’s in the Box?

The 6.5” woofer has a two-layer voice coil, large ceramic
magnet and a pole vent to reduce noise at high
excursions when producing low frequencies. The 1” soft
dome tweeter uses a 3-D imaging waveguide that, along
with the woofer, produce wide and coherent imaging.
With the 2nd Wave models, there is a 12dB lower
self-noise and 3dB higher output. The LP-6 is designed
to have a continuous output of 85dB SPL at a distance
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of 2.9m with 20dB of headroom.
In addition, the front-firing port tube works well in
my small studio, even if they are placed close to or
right against my front wall. Port turbulence — or air
leaving at different speeds from the port usually causes
a ‘chuffing’ noise is minimised because of the
aerodynamically contoured and sculpted shape of the
port. You can spot the 2nd Wave monitors easily
because the new lighter weight woofers use less
material and are a natural matte black instead of the
glossy finish of the original LP-6 monitors.
The LP-6 uses two Class-D amplifiers; there is 40
watts for the woofer and another 40 watt amp for the
tweeter. The crossover is 1500Hz and the monitor’s
frequency range is specified at 47Hz to 21kHz +/- 3dB.
Like most powered monitors, a limiter circuit protects
the speaker drivers from excessive input voltage audio
levels. This feature is has been improved with the LP-6s
power LED flashing red immediately when overdriven
but all is OK — just turn it down!
The Boundary EQ settings are accessible on the rear
panel along with a quick reference guide printed
directly onto the speaker’s rear metal panel heat sink
itself. DSP is also improved and there is a boundary EQ
setting for using LP-6 on desks with monitor stands.
Not a room EQ, Boundary EQ fixes typical problems
associated with locating the monitor directly on
desktops, close or far from the front wall of the studio,
or right on top of your console’s bridge, or just
freestanding on stands more than 0.5m from the front
wall — the ideal position for these monitors. These
different scenarios are depicted graphically on the real
panel with DIP-switch positions to correct them; a
brilliant idea.

In the studio

I connected the LP-6s as my alternate monitoring
system. I ran them flat without any boundary EQ and
neutral HF and LF trim settings. I like using them at
very low volume levels. They have good bass and are
truer than my pair of Yamaha NS-10m — they are
definitely not as “pushed out” in the mid-range.
The LP-6s are not overly bright but, if you are in an
overly absorptive space and feel the high frequencies
are dulled, you can engage the rear panel HF Trim DIP
switch #6 for a +2dB-shelving boost from 700Hz and
above. My mix room is acoustically treated with bass
trapping and a lot of absorption and I used this setting
in addition to having a reflective hardwood floor under
my listening position.
There is a volume control on the back of the LP-6
with a centre detent that makes adjusting the volume to
match your main monitors easy if it cannot be done on
your monitor controller. I’m using a Cranesong Avocet
II monitor controller, so I didn’t need take the LP-6
controls off their detent.
I found the new Kali LP-6s perfect for close, nearfield
mixing without a sub-woofer. I put them on Sound
Anchor floor stands and on either side of my screens

/ The LP-6 rear panel feature graphical
prompts for the boundary EQ options

(which are positioned one above the other).
The front of the monitors were 1m from the
front wall behind them, angled inward
toward the listening position, and set up in
the exact centreline of my mix room that is
2.8m wide and 2.5m in height. The LP-6s are
115cm on centre-left and right and 130cm
from the floor and aimed downward using a
pair of IsoAcoustic Aperta 200 speaker
stands.
I liked that it is easy to obtain a solid
stereo image with these new models and
they have a super-quiet noise floor. Bass is
good with the bottom octave well heard. I
think the Kali Audio LP-6s 2nd Wave
monitors are an excellent choice for a set
of great-sounding powered monitors. For
small editing/mixing suites for stereo or
surround/Atmos monitoring, they are big
winners! Highly recommended.

VERDICT
PROS

Updated version with a lower
noise floor and higher output

CONS

Not much

www.KaliAudio.com
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Sonible Smart:limit
Get smart — NIGEL JOPSON maxes out with a limiter he can control

A

ustrian hardware and software
maker Sonible has a new limiter
plug-in that combines
comprehensive level metering
and peak management in one package.
Resolution has previously reviewed
Sonible’s smart:EQ Live (V17.1),
smart:comp (V18.6), and smart:reverb
(V19.4) — with the ‘smart’ part of this
technology being machine-learning, which
evaluates audio to be processed at the click
of a button (taking around 9s), then
benchmarks the result against a selection
of genres, and sets plug-in controls
appropriately. The smart:limiter has 26
preset genres, plus the ability to load a
reference track. The later feature is
particularly useful when working on a
series of clips that are required to
complement dynamically — VOs or sound
effects, for example — which can be
matched to previously finished audio.
The intuitive interface incorporates a
Limit line and a Gain line, which may be
dragged to desired positions. The Gain line
includes controls for Attack, Release, plus
an auto-release button. As this is a lookahead limiter, Attack represents the time
after which the release of the gain reduction
sets in. Auto-release is surprisingly effective
and fast — a considerable improvement on
the auto settings usually available on
limiters. A small headphone icon engages
input-output gain matching, and an
adjacent Delta button enables monitoring
of signal components removed by the
limiting process. Eight State slots can be
used to store temporary settings (with drag
and drop to copy), and control settings can
also be saved as presets.

Creative controls

Along the bottom of the interface are four
very useful creative controls, which are
unlocked after smart:limiter has ‘learnt’
your audio. The function of Style becomes
evident visually — the profile curve of gain
reduction release (red line at top of display)
changes from a smooth slope to more
precipitous as the control is advanced
towards the Hard setting — it’s a ‘knee’
control. As far as limiter pumping goes,
this is a subtle control, which can be used
over its full range to adjust a mix.
The Saturation control is anything but
subtle — in a good way! Turning Saturation
up can really bring a vocal or lead
instrument to the fore when buried in a
mix; this control makes a dramatic

difference without — to my ears, anyway — the annoying
overtones or harmonics that many ‘exciter’ plug-ins introduce
when applied to an entire mix. It’s like a Sonnox Inflator for
important instruments, but without the guilt. A very pleasing
effect which, despite triggering red in the distortion monitoring
display (bottom left), seems to add little fuzziness to the sound.
The Balance control works discretely to adjust perceived
‘tightness’ — spectral shaping — and the Bass Control offers a useful
opportunity to restore a bit of the low-end heft inevitably
diminished by slapping a limiter across an entire mix. Additionally,
there’s a variable channel link top right on the UI, and having an
infinitely adjustable method of controlling the independent
processing of Left & Right channels is valuable — especially when
dealing with non-musical program.
Despite my bulging plug-in folder, I must admit I found it
particularly useful having these tonal adjustments embedded in a
limiter. It avoids fettling and gain tweaking on a master bus chain,
and the smart:limiter also proved remarkably resilient to
‘downstream’ mix changes. Although, I did notice that when I put a
6kHz sinewave (I know, I know) through it at 0dB the THD increased
on my scope (to -74dB vs -125dB at 3dB less). However, compared to
other manufacturers’ plug-ins, the Sonible is super-clean!
Machine learning plug-ins are not universally admired by audio
pros, but this one is a keeper. The
‘learnt’ settings are good starting
points, although for some the
-1dB peak ceiling always
instantiated will seem
conservative.

Loudness meters & QC

Apart from the True Peak output
meter and gain reduction meters,
smart:limit has comprehensive
LUFS metering according to the
EBU 128 standard. LUFS can be
selected as integrated (>60s)
short-term (3s) or momentary
(400ms), with both a pause and
reset button next to the real-time
display. The LUF target for a TV
concert deliverable is often
non-negotiable, and the

consequences of being under the required
LUF on some streaming platforms has the
horrible result of being both limited and
normalised. LUF-awareness should be part
of our metering workflow. The LUFS target
can be selected from a multitude of
streaming platforms, eight broadcast
standards or a custom entry.
Once you’ve selected the target, a green
vertical column indicates the dynamics
area suggested for the genre profile, and a
green box indicates safe loudness values.
Crosshairs represent the current integrated
loudness (vertical position) and dynamics
(horizontal position) of your track. It’s
easier to actually do than write down!
Neophytes can click the Quality Check
button, which delivers useful advice such
as ‘Try increasing the input gain to reduce
dynamics’. Audio pros, don’t laugh: there
are some musically very capable people
trying to prepare their own tunes for
streaming, and this will help them.
Peak limiters can drastically alter a
music mix if used with too heavy a hand,
and digital audio processing has improved
considerably since many of the limiters in
our plug-in arsenals were designed. The
Sonible smart:limiter actually ‘sounds’
really good, even when several dB of peak
reduction is applied. This is down to a lack
of distortion when dealing with transients,
and a remarkable integrity at the bass end
of the spectrum. Combined with
comprehensive metering, machinelearning features and the creative controls,
this plug-in is great value at an introductory
€89 (regular €129). For me, the creative
controls and the ability to match a
reference track is what sealed it — the
smart:comp limit is my go-to limiter!

VERDICT
PROS

All-in-one metering and
true-peak limiting; useful
machine-learning features for
quick setup; great auto-release;
transparent sound with low
distortion; we’re looking forward
to the 5.1 version!

CONS

The constant gain button has
to be reactivated when moving
to an unused plug-in ‘state’, I’d
prefer it operate as a global
switch.

www.sonible.com
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Emma Butt
The audio post expert discusses her career and elevating
the role of women in the industry with ROB SPEIGHT

T

o work in post-production audio in film
and television you need a specific set of
skills. However, one of those ‘skills’ is still
predominately being a white male. The
number of women working in post audio roles, be
it dubbing, re-recording, dialogue or SFX editing
across major broadcasters in the UK can pretty
much be counted on two hands.
It’s not hard to see then, that in order to work in
this environment and be a woman takes an extra
amount of effort and determination.
One example of this, is dubbing/re-recording
mixer, dialogue and SFX editor and ADR recordist,
Emma Butt. Extremely skilled and well credited
(having worked on shows including ADR for Games
of Thrones and Dr Who, as well as mixing and sound
editing on Eastenders and White Riot to name a few)
she has managed to survive the hard-to-navigate
audio post-production world, as well as gain
recognition for her work in highlighting the lack of
diversity in this area of film and television.
“Okay. So the, condensed version,” she tells me,
28 / March/April 2022

“is I studied music in school and I actually wanted
to get into live sound. I didn’t want to do film at all.
But did the usual thing of being a student three
months to the end of my course being like, oh, I
need to get a job. So, I just emailed all the post
hosts in Dublin and the music studios and ended
up getting a job as a runner at Screen Scene
production. And I loved it and I realised I really
loved post production.”

Making moves

It was at Screen Scene where Emma started

recording voice for animation and eventually
working on entire productions from quotes and
script prep through records, sound design, mixing
and deliverables.
“So literally every stage of the process was me.
And it was just me. There was no one else involved,
or very rarely, and I loved it. I absolutely loved
doing it. So I stayed there for nine years and
worked my way up through the ranks and got to a
point where my career was going really well. I had
a really good client base, but I wanted to do
re-recording mixing for drama,” said Butt.
With other engineers with seniority at Screen
Scene, Butt decided it was time to make a change
and decided to leave Ireland and head to the U.K.
to see if she could continue to develop her career in
a bigger market.
“So I came over and did six interviews over
three days with different companies and very
quickly learned that the English industry didn’t
want to pay attention to my credits, didn’t want to

[I] very quickly learned that the English
industry didn’t want to pay attention to my
credits, didn’t want to pay attention to my
experience

/ Emma at work

pay attention to my experience.”
Initially Butt was offered roles as a runner and
sound assistant — even with nine years of
experience: “They didn’t know who I was. Even
though there were some British shows on [my CV]
at that stage. I had worked on five seasons again of
Thrones — a lot of my ADR credits were
international. I did the Irish version of Take Me Out

and the Irish version of Dragons Den, but they
weren’t British. So they didn’t know the clients,
they didn’t know who had been involved in them.
And so they didn’t know me. It’s that little black
book syndrome. I was an outsider and I was a
newbie and they didn’t trust me and they didn’t
know me. So they weren’t going to take a chance
on me.”

Finally, she found a role with a small short form
company.
“They wanted to offer me a job as a senior sound
engineer and new business assistant. So, logically
that was the right one to take.” However, it soon
became apparent that this was not the right fit, so
after taking some advice from her previous MD, she
searched for other opportunities and moved on.
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everybody has this impression that docs are
easy compared to drama. They think there’s
not as much work involved. They are wrong.

/ Emma’s work for the Birmingham City University and
The Sir Lenny Henry Centre for Media Diversity has
led to her consulting for Audible

“So, I ended up going to another company,
where I got bullied by management. So decided to
leave there after a year and then went to another
company and again, faced bullying by
management and micromanagement. And I was
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just like… you know, ‘I’m done’. And at that point I
was in the UK three years. I had worked my arse off
getting the name for myself. I had made sure that
people knew who I was. I had joined AMPS and
was on the council at that stage. I had done the
Women in Film and TV mentoring scheme, and I
kind of felt secure enough that I could go freelance.
So I did, and it was terrifying, But it’s been the best
decision that I’ve ever made. And I’ve been doing
freelance three years now. And even with the
pandemic, I never stopped working, which was
incredible.”
As Butt has progressed and grown as a
freelancer, she has found her preference for the
kind of show she enjoys working on has changed
over time.
“I always wanted to work on drama, but I love
documentaries. I really, really enjoy it. I don’t love
when it’s a murder documentary, because it’s
depressing. But I love that it’s factual. You’re
learning something while you’re working on a job.
But it’s so difficult, and everybody has this
impression that docs are easy compared to drama.

They think there’s not as much work involved.
They are wrong. We get less time, less people, but
yet docs are being made to such a high standard
lately that you have to be top of your game. You
have to be as good as the drama. You have to sound
as good as the drama, but we have to do it in not
even a quarter of the time. An hour-long
documentary for TV, you usually get three days.
You might get four if you’re lucky. A drama will get,
what… two weeks dialogue, two weeks sound
effects and a five-day mix. It’s just insane. I love it.
It’s a challenge. Some clients are going to be really
easy. Some are going to be difficult. It just makes it
interesting. Keeps me on it on my toes.”

Diversity behind the scenes

Over recent years Butt has worked with various
organisations on both research and initiatives to
improve diversity within the audio post industry.
“The UK is a giant melting pot. When you walk
down the street, you see loads of different cultures,
loads of different backgrounds, loads of different
religions. We should be reflecting that at all stages

/ Craft

of the content, because the world isn’t just full of
middle-aged white men, it’s full of loads of
different people from loads of different
experiences. If we are showing a show that reflects
the world that we are living in, and it’s diverse
on-screen, then why aren’t we reflecting that
behind the screen as well? Why aren’t we showing
the world? Why aren’t we representing the rest of
the world behind the screen too?”
Back in 2020, Butt worked with Birmingham
City University and The Sir Lenny Henry Centre for
Media Diversity to compile a report entitled
Diversity in post-production sound roles in UK
television production. The report quite clearly
showed that at the time of the report there was a
lack of racial diversity in male post-production
sound crew, a lack of gender diversity in the
general post-production industry and a complete
lack of women of colour working in audio post.
The report also showed that existing hiring
practices have forced people to create their own
companies in order to work in the industry and
that opportunities or schemes for post freelancers
were non-existent. This report covered all the main
broadcasters in the UK and surprisingly, to me at
least, even publicly owned/operated organisations
such as the BBC and Channel 4 had no internal or
external programs to help under-represented
groups specifically in audio post.
I wondered, given nearly two years have past
since the report had been published, what had
changed? The short answer, nothing! “It’s
frustrating,” Butt explained.
Like all things there is often at least a glimmer
of hope, however though this is true the company
that Butt had the most positive response from is
not exactly one that uses a lot of audio postproduction, at least not in the film or TV arenas.
“I’m working with Audible at the moment and
we’ve just launched a series of workshops.
Audible’s attitude has been incredible. They
reached out after my report and said, we know we
need to do better. What do we need to do? And we
had a discussion about their structures and about
their hiring practices and how that all happens.
And I kind of said to them, the easiest thing to do is
start assigning sound assistants, but make sure
those sound assistants are from black or ethnic
minority backgrounds or from disadvantaged
socioeconomic backgrounds or women. And they
were like, ‘yeah, we can do that’. And I was like, it
can’t be London based. It has to be regional as well.
And they were like, ‘yep, we can totally do that’.
Nothing was a problem for them. They said, ‘we
can do all of this. We can address this, this isn’t an
issue. We know we need to improve.’”

and Theatre Union in the UK) pre-inflation rates.
That’s a drop in the bucket, that’s nothing to a
production. If every production did that it would
mean a sound assistant is brought on to a
production. They’re trained up. And that would
start slowly addressing the diversity issue that we
have in sound, but that’s not happening! Screen
Skills, which receives money from films that are
shot in the UK, provide no investment in craft or
technical training roles whatsoever. I think they do
VFX. There’s a heavy focus on VFX. And there’s a
heavy focus on set jobs, but not when it comes to
post-production. There’s nothing there for us and
they’re meant to be the training body for the

industry,” Butt said despondently.
According to Butt, Channel 4 has started taking
a better approach and are conscious of the issues.
“They did the Black to Front day recently. And
that was a whole day of black talent in front of and
behind the camera. And that was a success. I think
a lot of the people who were involved in that day
have now progressed onto proper full-time jobs
within those shows that they were on.”
Though when it comes to the BBC, the
organisation you may think that would be leading
the charge, you can hear her frustration: “The
problem is with these massive corporations is that
there’s so much red tape and you have to go
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However, back with film and TV: “The responses
are totally opposite. I’ve had conversations where
broadcasters and streamers, and I’ve said, when
you commission a show, you can put in a clause
that says, okay, we’re gonna give you this, but as
part of this commission, you have to assign a
certain part of your budget to a sound assistant,
which for 12 weeks on a six-part drama would cost
a production around £8000 BECTU (the
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/ Emma has just finished work on a four-part drama for ITV in the UK and hopes to
move further into that area of post-production and mixing

through so many different people and so many different stages and it’s so slow
and it’s so soul-destroying because it can’t be slow anymore. We’ve waited so
many years and there’s been no progression. You just have to stop with the
lawyers and the red tape and just do it and take the chance.”
Even industry bodies are having a hard time coming to grips with dealing
with this imbalance.
“BECTU has so many other issues to try and help deal with. It’s really, really
supportive and wants to try and help address this but, obviously, its focus at the
moment is making sure the people are paid, making sure people are
supported, especially after a pandemic. So its focus is elsewhere and I totally
get that. It has other fights. AMPS, bless them, they are trying… They set up
their diversity and inclusion committee, but what that diversity and inclusion
committee has actually done, I have no idea,” she concluded.
So with all of her drive, commitment, experience and hard work I
wondered where and what is next?
“I’m in a bit of a weird situation because obviously I’m being pulled in very
different directions.”

Moving forward

hand craft ed
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Emma has just finished a four-part ITV drama as a dialogue editor, ADR
supervisor and recordist and so has started to realise the dream which initially
brought her to the UK.
“I’ve worked so hard to try and get to this point, to be taken seriously and to
be given something like that. And so I wanna do more of that, but also I’m
trying to get funding to create my own scheme. I want to create a sound
scheme that mimics the BBC’s continuing drama and new director scheme.
What that did was take directors from underrepresented backgrounds —
women, people who had come from, maybe, kids entertainment, or theatre
even, and had never done drama, but wanted to progress their career — and it
would place them on a drama. It would get them involved from preproduction. It would give them a mentor that they would follow along and
they’d shadow for two episodes. And then after those two episodes, they would
take on an episode themselves and they would do all processes themselves.
That scheme was brilliant and it was fully paid. They had a supportive mentor
who they could go too if they had trouble. They got a credit, and we all know
they’re like gold in our industry. And it also meant that they were exposed to a
bunch of people who didn’t know them. So it gave them contacts, which again
is gold dust.”
With all this digging it seems only a matter of time before she will
eventually hit the jackpot and, with the luck of the Irish, bring the rest of the
audio post-production industry with her.
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The
Interview

I set up Climax Productions
in 1989 with a 12-track Akai,
an Atari computer and a
Casio sampler. It was hardly
high-end stuff, but I did
major productions using
those and all the DJs
started coming to me
because I had such a
cheap studio

Johnny Klimek
Having co-composed the score for The Matrix Resurrections, DANNY TURNER probes
Johnny Klimek on the score’s cutting-edge blend of orchestral and electronic themes

I’m not a tech guy, I love to sit there, experiment with sounds and have
engineers around me so that I don’t get stuck learning anything that
might kill my creativity

B

orn in Melbourne, Australia, electronic
music composer Johnny Klimek moved to
Berlin in his early twenties to help found
the pop/rock band The Other Ones. After
having a hit with the single Holiday and touring
with the Nina Hagen Band, he met Paul Browse of
industrial/EBM band Clock DVA and became active
on the electronic music scene. Setting up a
rudimentary production studio, the duo infiltrated
the techno movement with projects such as System
01 and Effective, while Klimek simultaneously
produced for Paul Van Dyk and Dr. Motte.
By the mid-‘90s, Klimek had teamed up with
composer Reinhold Heil and filmmaker/musician
Tom Tykwer, leading to a collaborative partnership
that would see them score Tykwer’s third movie,
Winter Sleepers. The three-piece production team
then created an electronic music score for the
hugely successful German thriller Run Lola Run.
This career-defining moment has led Klimek to
co-score a host of movies since the turn of the
century, from One Hour Photo to George A.
Romero’s Land of The Dead and, more recently,

Lana Wachowski’s fourth movie in The Matrix
franchise, The Matrix Resurrections.
Having been born in Australia, how did you end
up in Berlin trying to make a name for yourself
in the pop industry?
Back in the late ‘70s, Nina Hagen left the Nina
Hagen band and one of the bass players asked my
brother if he’d like to be the next frontman. A
couple of years later he came back to Australia
from Germany and we started a pop band together
called The Other Ones, then we returned to Berlin
and had a hit. At the time, I’d started working as a
waiter in Indian restaurants and remember having
my hand in a toilet bowl when the first song I ever
made was on the radio. Suddenly, I was a pop star.
How did you segue from that to remixing and
co-production?
In the period towards the late ‘80s you could start
making techno records at home. I’d managed to
make a little bit of money from The Other Ones, so
I set up Climax Productions in 1989 with a 12-track

Akai, an Atari computer and a Casio sampler. It
was hardly high-end stuff, but I did major
productions using those and all the DJs started
coming to me because I had such a cheap studio.
Meeting Paul Browse from Clock DVA was also
important because he introduced me to
experimental electronic music and the world of
Bowie, Timothy Leary and Robert Anton Wilson,
which gave me a deeper thinking about art in
general — otherwise I’d probably still be trying to
be a pop star at 59.
You created the techno project System 01 with
Paul and have just released a compilation. Why
revisit this period considering you’re now best
known for film scoring?
It was just a bit fun, but even back then I don’t
think we got much credit. When I hear some of the
System 01 stuff now it’s just as good as what’s
around today so maybe we were too intellectual for
the techno scene at that point. I’m still proud of
some of those pieces, so when Mannequin Records
approached us we thought, why not? It brought
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/ Johnny in his studio in Las Palmas, Gran Canaria — where he retreated to after leaving LA a little less than a decade ago

Paul and I back together after 20 or 30 years and I
still feel comfortable in his presence because we
can talk about things on an artistic level.
Do you have a view on what makes certain forms
of electronic music retain their shelf life?
With System 01 we were limited and that was the
plus about working with analogue. These days you
can do anything, which is also great because it
opens doors when you get lost, but if you have a
creative mind that’s going to be the outcome
whatever tools you’re using to influence the sound.
I’m not a tech guy, I love to sit there, experiment
with sounds and have engineers around me so that
I don’t get stuck learning anything that might kill
my creativity.

intuition and went for it, but I was getting a bit sick
of the techno world. I was producing for artists
like Paul Van Dyk and a number of others but it
was no longer very challenging musically.
Reinhold, who was in semi-retirement from his
band Spliff, was producing a lot of stuff and had
grown tired of the pop industry too. We had some
ideas but then Tom came to visit me because he
needed a really cheap studio to make film music

in. I played him some stuff I was doing with
Reinhold and a bunch of System 01 material and
he asked if I’d like to help him create the
soundtrack to his new film.
Was that daunting?
Well I knew that I needed a proper engineer and a
musician behind me, but thankfully Reinhold is a
brilliant keyboard player. I never studied music

What was the original idea behind the threepiece production team you created with Tom
Tykwer and Reinhold Heil?
There was no real idea behind it, I just trusted my

On a tiny budget,
we did our first
film soundtrack for
Winter Sleepers.
Run Lola Run was
the next one and
that really took off
/ Johnny made the move from the German techno scene to scoring for films upon meeting filmmaker Tom Twyker
in the mid-90s — establishing his reputation with Run Lola Run
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George Romero came in and wanted us to score Land of the Dead. He
was such a teddy bear [laughs] — I remember looking at him and thinking,
“You make this kind of stuff?”
and still can’t read it, so I needed that backup. On a
tiny budget, we did our first film soundtrack for
Winter Sleepers. Run Lola Run was the next one and
that really took off. I also think that soundtrack was
a breakthrough in terms of electronic music
becoming completely accepted as an option for
film scoring.
What is it about working in a team that feels
natural to you?
When I work with Tom and Reinhold it’s always
special because we find ways to create a unique
sound for a particular film. With Tom, we just spit
out ideas without too much thought, and when
filmmakers and editors edit to our music they don’t
bring temp from other people but try to work
within our palette of sound themes. If they tell us
it’s not working we’ll do something new, but if they
start temping other people’s stuff in we feel that
loses the uniqueness of our sound.
Is it case of the whole being more than the sum
of each other’s parts?
In a way, yes, but it’s also about dropping the ego. I
stopped working with Reinhold about seven years
ago because I left Hollywood and moved to the
Canary Islands, but we’re still friends. I’m closer to
Tom because we’ve worked together for 25 years,
so there’s a complete trust there and I have a
certain feel for what he wants. On his films, we’ll
do a quick writing session, he’ll go off shooting for
four or five months and by the time he gets back I’ll
have two hours of music sitting on the editor’s table
for him.
Land of the Dead must have been a fun film to
score. What was the turn of events that led you
to working with George A. Romero?
Back then, we were still very fresh in Hollywood
— a lot of Run Lola Run was made in my bedroom,
and [the entire film] only cost around €1m to make,
we didn’t even have a budget for a vocalist. I look
back at it now and some of it sounds naïve but it’s
also perfect for its time. When the movie was a big
hit I suddenly remember getting a call from an
agent from LA that wanted to represent me. I
remember thinking, ‘what’s an agent?’, but I also
knew that if I was serious about wanting to make a
career in Hollywood I’d have to live there and it
seemed the perfect time to do that.
Basically, I did the soundtrack to One Hour Photo
with Reinhold and then George Romero came in
and wanted us to score Land of the Dead. He was
such a teddy bear [laughs] — I remember looking at
him and thinking, “You make this kind of stuff?”
The movie had a £25m budget and George had
never had that much money for a film before, so I
knew it was a buzz for him to have the money to do
that soundtrack.

When it comes to scoring, do you have a way of
working that’s based on self-defined rules or
parameters?
Yes, I do — and I’m strict with myself about that. I
have stupid little rules, for example, if I’m working

on a scene in a film I have to get from A to B within
the two-minute mark to earn a cup of coffee.
Another rule is to work on a musical idea quickly,
listen to it the next day and then decide whether it’s
any good or not because by doing that it’s easy to let

EQ232D
Bettermaker EQ232D
is a faithful plugin recreation
of one of the most respected
analog mastering EQs of the
new millennium

The Bettermaker EQ232D is the Pultec of the 21st Century.
Matt Schaeffer - Recording Engineer (Kendrick Lamar, Bakar, A$AP Rocky)
I can use my Bettermaker on a plane, I can use it on a train, I will use it on a bus, I will
use it everywhere man oh man.
- Jimmy Douglass (Aaliyah, Missy Elliott, Ginuwine, Jay-Z.)
The analog version of the Bettermaker EQ has been my final top-end and bottom-end
for final touches on almost every single mix for the past five years. The plugin version
is a winner! Sounds, looks and feels fantastic.
- Luca Pretolesi - Producer/Mixing/Mastering Engineer (Diplo/Major Lazer, Snoop Lion,
Steve Aoki)
The Bettermaker certainly lives up to its name, it's a wonderful sounding EQ that's
simple enough to get results quickly, but with enough features to address any problem
areas in your audio. The P EQ section allows for great tone-shaping, while EQ 1/2 and
the HPF let you address the fine details. A great addition to anyone's EQ arsenal.
- Paul "Willie Green" Womack (The Roots, Wiz Khalifa, ScHoolboy Q)

AVAILABLE ONLY ON
PLUGIN-ALLIANCE.COM
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/ Alongside long-term collaborator, Tom Twyker and their scoring team, Johnny created the music for The Matrix Resurrections in circular fashion — first designing sounds, then
composing, then recording strings at Abbey Road, and then returning to the studio to add additional treatments and electronic elements and compile the results

go of it. In film, you can spend a week on a piece of
music and a producer will come in and say, ‘no,
that’s the wrong direction’. Sometimes, complete
scores get thrown out and rewritten, so I’ve learned
not to be too precious. Basically, I want to become
a creative machine.
Having read a script or discussed a concept with
a director, what’s your compositional starting
point?
For any production, I’ll do a full-on sample session
to create a bunch of new tools and sounds that will
later become my toolkit, so I’ll start from an
abstract, experimental angle before bringing in
conventional themes and instruments. That way, I
always have a fresh sound bank that’s derived from
my own library rather than anything that’s already
out there. I also have orchestrators like Justin Bell
and Gene Pritsker who are willing to orchestrate all
the weird shit that I do and turn it into a musical
element. For example, they’ll take some weird
soundscape that I’ve created and give me a string
arrangement. Sometimes it’s wonderful and other
times it’s horrible, but I love having people that are
highly creative within the orchestral world giving
me that input. Then I’ll take and re-manipulate
what they produce, which is my way of forcing
originality. For example, for the Babylon Berlin
neo-noir TV score, Tom Tykwer and I deliberately
decided not to go with music from the 1930s, but
mix it with what we felt would be happening
almost 100 years later.
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Can you give us more insight into your process
with Tom; especially with regard to your
co-score for The Matrix Resurrections?
I tend to do a lot of pre-writing before I start a
film, so it’s all about just sitting there and being
creative. Once you get locked into a film you’re
looping, repeating and rewriting scenes all the
time, but that period is the most important to me.
Because Tom and I co-write everything together,
I’ll spend a month creating sounds, whether it’s
drums, grooves or little theme motifs, and then I’ll
sit with Tom for around 10 days and he’ll input
more themes and ideas and I’ll go to the
laboratory and write for two or three months with
all that input.
For The Matrix Resurrections, Lana Wachowski
sent some inspirational electronic music pieces
and I also got inspired from reading the script, but
the crucial moment is those early two months of
writing and being left alone from the production to
have that creative freedom. If I don’t get that time
to work on a sound base, I start to feel insecure.
I understand that the original orchestral scores
you worked on fed back into the creative
decisions made by Lana when directing the
movie?
Tom and I wrote about 20 pieces, got them fully
orchestrated and then asked Lana if she had any
inspiration for adding electronic parts. She sent a
few cues and Tom and I were off writing. We did
the recordings and sent them to Lana who was

really happy with a bunch of the themes and
played them to the actors who found them
inspiring. From that point, we only had to rewrite
two or three new themes as the rest were written
before Lana started filming. I don’t know if she was
playing much of the music on set, but we gave her
the stems and I was shocked regarding her
knowledge and how she’d learned to remember
every stem of every piece.
Technology is obviously the central theme to
The Matrix franchise, where almost anything is
possible. Does that concept allow you to push
the boat out on the sound design?
That’s where you can pull out all of your massive
electro synths and experiment. Lana sent me an
electronic stem that had inspired her and that
inspired me to make the love theme for Trinity and
Neo. The strange thing is that it turned from a
four-on-the-floor techno thing into a beautiful
string theme, so you never know where that
journey will take you. For The Matrix Resurrections
we used a lot of FabFilter and Reaktor software,
where you might find a 10-second magical moment
that triggers an idea for a whole new piece, but I
also had Howard Scarr sitting in a room designing
sounds alongside the creator of U-He, Urs
Heckmann.
He was creating a library of sounds for the score
using U-He’s Hive software and I used a lot of those
amazing pulsing sounds. I’d often ask if they could
get a sound to do x, y z, and within 20 minutes

The Matrix Resurrections (2021). © Village Roadshow/Warner Bros.
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they’d come back saying, ‘What about this?’
I was lucky to have people around me who are
some of the best in the world at that one thing —
and Urs also happens to be my brother in law,
which is really useful.
Can you talk to us about the process of recording
with the London Contemporary Orchestra and
how that produced some of the samples you
needed to work with?
We recorded at Abbey Road, and all I know is that
it was the best sound I’ve ever had for an
orchestral part other than for the movie Perfume
with the Berlin Philharmonic. Sam Odell was the
engineer, so I didn’t question his expertise, but he
had some wonderful micing techniques — too
complex for me to understand, but we were
beaming with happiness! We recorded everything
separately. For example, for the string session
they might have had 50 or 60 string players, so the
chords, thematic and marcato rhythmic stuff was
all separated. Basically, we told all the other
players to be quiet and recorded them solo, but
sometimes I’d hear an element within the full
orchestration and ask to have that separated, so
we we’re improvising on the spot. Think of it as
expensive jam session!
Presumably, breaking the orchestra up into
separate parts allows you to work with those
elements and remodel them?
That all becomes part of the process for our
pre-writing session because we can manipulate
all those different elements and move the
chords around or rewrite something under a

/ A nice view if you can get it…

particular theme. We don’t just do that with
strings, but with brass, winds and percussion. In
the case of The Matrix Resurrections, we came back
to Los Palmas to create a massive sample session
in Logic that derived from whatever the orchestra
created. Once I have my sound library and theme
ideas, we’ll start going deep into things from that
point. For example, I might take the rhythmic
strings and gate them so I can turn the orchestra
into more of an electronic, processed loop.
With film music, you’re challenged by so many
different styles that it keeps being interesting.
The pressure is pretty intense sometimes, but
addictive.

Considering the expense of working at Abbey
Road, how much are you affected by that
pressurised environment?
Of course we are affected, but the first few days at
Abbey Road it was more, ‘wow, we’re at Abbey
Road!’ I took my daughter to Studio 2 and said,
look, that’s where Yellow Submarine was made and
took her into The Beatles’ room with the old mixing
desk. But Sam is an incredible engineer and Robert
Ames was conducting for me, so you’re watching
this totally professional crew and thinking about
the budget while also being in denial. It’s very rare
that you get to work at Abbey Road for 10 days, so I
hope I get another film with that kind of budget.

Sam Odell was the engineer, so I didn’t question his expertise, but he had
some wonderful micing techniques — too complex for me to understand!
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Rich Williams
NIGEL JOPSON discovers it’s music that matters to the
Burl Audio founder

F

ounded in 2006, Burl Audio is a hardware
manufacturer based in Santa Cruz,
California, that’s carved a niche in
pro‑audio with a deep dedication to
analogue class-A circuitry. Eddie Kramer sung the
praises of Burl’s first product, the B2 Bomber A-D,
in his Resolution V8.4 interview. Over the years Burl
has added mic preamps, summing amps, and
monitor controllers — all with a no-nonsense
rackmount design and decked-out in striking
green. Burl founder and designer, Rich Williams,
40 / March/April 2022

has a first-principle design approach that eschews
oversampled tech-obsession to focus on
componentry whose professional quality has been
proven to be self-evident through exhaustive
listening tests.
What’s your back story?
I was an electrical engineer in Silicon Valley, doing
basic audio designs for an audio and video
compression company. My passion was in music, I
didn’t like Silicon Valley, and so I became a

recording engineer. It was the ‘90s — we were
recording to tape and had a really nice, old Neve
console. When you recorded and did a quick mix
for the band the same day — it sounded like a
record right then — it was a very efficient process.
If the band played well, you recorded the tracks,
you mixed it, you’re done. It seems inconceivable
now! So I developed an ear for recording…
How did you go from studio-owner to audio
designer?
The property my studio was housed in was sold
early in 2001, and I needed to find some work.
Universal Audio were looking for a designer and I
was lucky enough to just get hired on the spot. I
worked on an all-digital project, and then I had the
opportunity to create my own product at UAD, the
2192 [2-channel A-D converter]. So when I did that,
I was turned on to a lot of older analogue electronic
designs [for the input side], and they were all based
on discrete transistors.

What I realised was this was kind of the holy
grail of digital recording: it wasn’t so much the
A-D processing, it was the cheap analogue
sections people were putting in these
converters
As a musician, how did you feel about the sound
of early A-D converters?
For musicians and engineers, like myself, who
came from the analogue era, it was a terrible time.
We were confronted with these things, which just
would not take the kind of levels that we were used
to using. It was like a photographer with a beautiful
Rolleiflex or something suddenly being given a
cheap digital camera and told it was better…
My next studio evolved kind of side-by-side with
me starting at UA. Early digital just didn’t have the
clarity or the depth that tape has. So when I was
working at UA, and designing the 2192, I started by
comparing all of the integrated circuit op-amps out
there, once and for all, because there’s a ton of
audio integrated circuits. Most designers just plug
one in, and that’s it — design’s done! They pick one
based on price point or whatever. What I
discovered is they all sound radically different, and
none of them sounds like the source. So when I
was working at UA, there was an analogue design
engineer [John Henson] who turned me on to using
discrete transistors. He gave me an example of a
discrete transistor op-amp.
Was this a breakthrough audio design moment
for you?
The discrete transistor op-amp blew away all the
integrated circuit op-amps for two reasons. One,
there are less transistors in the signal path, so it
sounded clearer. Two, it was Class-A so there was
no crossover distortion. What I realised was this
was kind of the holy grail of digital recording: it

wasn’t so much the A-D processing, it was the cheap
analogue sections people were putting in these
converters. I didn’t just run a stereo signal through
my prototypes. I was actually recording with them,
every day in the studio. You know, it might sound
good on kick drum, but maybe it doesn’t sound
right on guitar or whatever. Over time, I realised
that you can’t just build a [cookbook] discrete
transistor circuit, you also have to fine-tune it, to get
it to sound a certain way — that’s really the art of it. I
tweaked all the currents and parameters and got
the transistors all in their optimal operating zones
where they sounded great.
Why did you leave Universal Audio?
I left UA because I wanted to continue with a
multi-channel converter, and they didn’t want to
do it. They wanted to go the Apollo route and enter
the prosumer market. So that’s when I started Burl
Audio. I went back and redesigned a 2-channel so
that it sounded even more musical. The goal was to
design a two-channel A-D first, then a D-A; get
traction with those, and then create the multichannel modular Mothership.
In that process of changing from the electronics I
was doing at UA to what I do at Burl, I discovered I
could do away with a lot of the transistors that were
in the original op-amp I designed. I discovered that
— believe it or not — when you put a transformer on
the front end, the guitar finally sounds proper! And
if you put a really high-quality transformer on there
it sounds every bit as ‘transparent’ [as a transformerless design] — even though I hate that word!

/ B80 MOTHERSHIP modular AD/DA converter has up to 80 analogue channel capability
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What I realised
was this was kind
of the holy grail of
digital recording: it
wasn’t so much
the A-D
processing, it was
the cheap
analogue sections
people were
putting in these
converters
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When I developed the transformer through
several iterations, suddenly electric guitar —
which was one thing I was never completely
happy with on the 2192 — sounded amazing. I
knew it was going to be a radical move, releasing
a high-end A-D converter with a transformer on
the front end. Trust me, there were tons of
naysayers at the time — but then a number of
people started saying: ‘Hey, I just heard this thing,
and it sounds amazing!’
What is your design process with Burl analogue
circuits?
The analogue is from iteratively trying things,
testing on all instruments and multitrack, then
comparing and making adjustments over and over
again. So… literally thousands of hours of listening
to create the circuit. We had to recently change the
design to a new set of transistors — it took a very
long time to narrow down exactly which transistors
I was going to use and in which configuration —
because there’s a lot of trade-offs. Some might
sound good on the high end, but not so much on

the lows and mids; others sound really tight on the
bass but don’t have the best highs. Finally, I was
able to do a lot of unconventional things to get the
best of both worlds. I’m really happy with our latest
designs, I think they sound great and I think it’s the
best of the analogue electronics I’ve done to this
point, for sure.
On the B80 Mothership, the outputs don’t have
transformers. Do you have a different approach
for the D-A than the A-D?
Using the film and tape analogy — tape ‘helps’ the
reproduction of music. Let’s not kid ourselves that
Jimi Hendrix, The Who or Led Zeppelin would
have sounded as good going through Pro Tools
— tape was part of the sound. You have the natural
peak saturation or peak limiting of tape, and you
have the phase response of tape. The phase
response of tape is such that anytime you go from
an electric field to a magnetic field and back, it has
a phase response, which complements all the
capacitors that are in the signal path downstream.
This means you’re going to have a better overall

/ Meet Your Maker

phase response for the listener, so that the low end
and the high end is lined up correctly. Now in the
digital world, and with capacitors, if you don’t have
that effect, you’re going to end up with what
appears to be a gutless bass response, even though
the frequency response might look flat. When
people say they don’t want ‘tone’ — colouration —
well come on, there’s tone at every step of the
process! So you might as well have tone that helps
the signal versus tone that’s detrimental when
you’re capturing audio.
The point of having transformers on the front
end of our A-D is to do two things that are similar to
tape. You get the peak saturation, so you can get a
hotter RMS level without having to put a peak
limiter on the front end of the A-D. You also get a
hotter A-D RMS signal. That means you’re going to
have better resolution when you’re recording. If
you have a snare hit with a large peak (not
saturated or limited at all), the bulk of the snare
signal you’re hearing is going to have a very low
resolution compared to those peaks.
When you’re coming back out, D-A, you may or
may not want more colouration. We do have D-As
with [optional] transformer output if you want
more. However, after you’ve captured a very clean,
fat signal, usually you just want what you captured
on the way back out.
Did your background as a studio-owner inform
your decision to manufacture modular
hardware?
The beauty of the 500 series is that you don’t have
to go and buy ten mic pres, you can buy them one
at a time as your budget allows. So that was the
idea with the Mothership as well — if you don’t
need a bunch of digital connectivity, then why put
it in there?
Now you’ve added DiGiGrid and Dante options,
have you seen a lot of interest from live audio?
Well, with the B4 Mic Pre card that we came out
with, the idea was for the Mothership to act as the
resolution
12.10.2021
front end for
a digital2021_2.pdf
console. We1 had
a whole 22.46

signal path, but changing a lot of supporting
components — time and again — because of the
lack of availability of semiconductors.
For a hardware maker, Burl is very artistfocused…
We have a record label — Burlacticus Recording
Company. We’ve done quite a lot of recordings and
we actually have three new records that are in the
pipeline right now. When you’re a recording
engineer, you’re not making yourself happy —
you’re making the band happy — and the band is
making the end-listener happy. So that’s what I
always say: ‘the sound of our electronics isn’t just to
make the engineer and producer happy, it’s to make
the person who’s listening to the record happy’.
Our aim is to nurture the recording musician
market with our songwriting contest, our videos,
and our events. That’s Burl. We do everything to
keep our quality top-notch, we try to be fun and
approachable and down-to-earth. Personally, I see
it from all different angles because I record, I sing,
and I’m the electrical engineer.
/ B1 mic preamp (500 series form factor)

marketing plan as far as pushing the live
applications. Then we went into Covid-time [with
no live shows] — also our sales went up on all of
our other products. So we haven’t really pushed
the live application that much, yet. Live is a huge
market, it’s definitely on our radar, we just
throttled back on the markets outside of recording
and mastering over the last year.
Did it become difficult to source components
during the pandemic?
Before this supply chain shortage, the
semiconductor industry was already experiencing
a huge hiccup in components that you used to be
able to buy with no problem at any time. Now they
have one-year lead times. It’s been challenging
because we’ve had to do a bunch of revisions on
stuff, not changing critical components in the

Where is Burl equipment made, and what is
your manufacturing ethos?
Originally Burl products were assembled in my
barn, but we out-grew that. I wanted to re-locate
our assembly to a place where whoever worked for
Burl could actually afford to live. Santa Cruz, where
Burl started, has gotten very expensive. We have
some beautiful space in Eugene, Oregon. I
definitely always want to have the highest quality
and as a company, have a high integrity. We build
products to last — I feel like we haven’t done our
job if anything fails in the field. We’re making
professional products for professionals. I know
from working in my studio that if a channel on a
console goes out, it can be frustrating and upsets
the flow and artistry. We always want to err on the
side of being bulletproof. I always say — this is an
integrity-based business. If you wrapped it all in
one, it would be: ‘what is the end record going to
sound like?’
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Focus: Mircrophones
While the paradigms for mic design shift very little on a year to year
basis, trends do reveal themselves. For the last couple of years,
‘Spoken Word’, the second coming of the podcast and the rise of
streaming has been the fuel behind the marketing and many of the
new models we’ve seen. Thus, it was interesting last year to examine
our picks of the vocal mic market, and as this year has seen both the
refinement and the remixing of the accepted classics, as well as a raft
of options at lower price points looking to appeal to new talents entering
the market, it’s a well we have no qualms going back to these
incremental developments and loweing of price points have been the
standard model for how the industry tides have been turning for a good
few decades now, and no-doubt will be the model for a while to come.
So, for 2022’s mic guide we’ve once again looked at our pick of our
favourite players in the space, and taken an overview of the market to
pick out some new and classic models we think represent great options
for voice recording.

AEA

AKG

If it’s sheer beauty you want in a vocal mic, you’ll
struggle to beat the R44, but what you’ll also get
is a replica of the classic RCA 44BX ribbon mic,
with its signature figure-8 pattern — with up to
90dB of rejection at 90o, and ever-warming
sound when its gets within around a metre from
the vocalist. If you’ve ever seen a classic radio or
TV broadcast from the US on TV or film, you’ve
probably seen the mic on which the R44 is
based, and you’ve certainly heard the results its
produced on any number of classic songs and
voices. Interestingly, the ‘44
concept is delivered in five
different flavours by AEA, the
R44C is the purest form, and
closest to the original, with the
A440 being the top-of-the-line
‘ultra premium’ iteration offering a custom Lehle
transformer, RPQ JFET preamp, active electronics
requiring phantom power, and the X motor hotrod that
offers an additional 18dB of output and greater
flexibility with different preamps. The R44CX version
offers a mechanical route to higher outputs that utilises
a modified R44 transducer with two additional
magnets, providing an extra 6db of output. There are
also CE and CXE ‘cost effective’ iterations, which use
different materials for the enclosure.

AKG’s flagship C12 VR, a name that harks back to
the 50s is not cheap — then again it is the
company’s top-of-the-line offering, a tube-powered
mode that accepts its esoteric appeal and revels in
it. Changes made to the internal design of the VR
reissue were not to the liking of everyone, we note,
and irked many purists. Last year, we picked out the
C414 XLII as our tip for vocals; all 60s ‘diamond’ a la
the C12A, with some of that model’s sonic
fingerprint too and that presence boost in the mids
to sweeten vocals. At the other end of the
company’s range sits the Lyra
USB2-connected model for
podcasters, content creators and
musicians. The system, capable
of recording at 24-bit/192kHz in
cardioid (‘front’) and Omni
(@1kHz, what the company calls
‘front and back’), with additional
‘narrow’ and ‘wide’ stereo modes,
garnered the company a NAMM TEC award last year
— which puts the model towards the front of a very,
very competitive market race, at an extremely
attractive price point for anyone doing desktop
recording or in need of an inexpensive, flexible, simple
to set-up option to stick in a kit bag or send out to
remote talent. Looks good on camera, too.

www.aearibbonmics.com

www.akg.com

R44
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C414 XLII & Lyra
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Antelope

Aston

Antelope’s recent decision to
bundle together its modelling mics
in offers with several of its smaller
Synergy Core interfaces highlights
its commitment to the concept and
just how powerful the two are in
conjunction. The Edge Duo still sits
as the flagship option for vocals, a
dual-diaphragm large condenser
that outputs via a 5-pin XLR and
splitter (for its required twochannel input) though the Edge
Solo is a single diaphragm option
offering Cardiod pattern, that will
serve well in many situations. The
Quadro is a stereo mic with twin
dual-diaphragms that can be set in
various configurations (M/S, X/Y,
Blumlein, and even 3D sound) for
larger scale recording situations. All
are designed to be paired with a
Synergy Core processing engine
for direct monitoring of the modelling effect during at ultra-low latencies
afforded by the custom FPGA chips of the system (see our review of the
ZenQ Synergy Core in this issue). The Edge Go, a low-cost USBconnected variant on the theme, is also an option for recording on the go
without the need for a Synergy Core hub.

Last year we focused in on the 2019 Resolution Awards
nominee, the Aston Stealth as an eyebrow-raising
offering for podcasters and streamers. With its four
preset ‘voicings’ — two of which are dedicated to spoken
word (with another for guitar and another ‘dark’ setting
that mimics ribbon mics) — it was perfect for that job. In
the year since, though, it’s the company’s new mic, the
Element, that has rightly grabbed the
headlines and impressed
reviewerswith its intriguing hybrid
design and a typically keen price
point.. Utilising a mix of technology
from dynamic, condenser and ribbon
mics, designer Trevor Szynk has
leveraged advances in magnets and
other materials to produce a moving
coil microphone with at light, condenser-style, large
diaphragm that offers extended high-frequency
response with active circuitry to maintain output level.
Combined, the company calls this merging of
technology its Ridyon Capsule, which is contained in
an eye-catching black enclosure with a custom
shockmount and magnetic custom pop shield. To
describe it as ‘pretty’ would, perhaps, be pushing
things; it certainly is pretty unique, we’ll give it that.
While the Aston Stealth sits comfortably in the zone of ‘SM7B
alternative’, the Element would seem to be a more versatile mic.

www.antelopeaudio.com

www.astonmics.com

Audio-Technica

Audix

Last year in this spot
we ‘fessed up a bit
of love for A-T’s
low-price — and,
literally, millionselling — AT2020.
That’s a mic that
comes in under the
£100 mark, but sits
in a niche most of us will have occupied at some point: needing decent kit
for very little cash. Thus, we’ll happily point out that the venerable ol’
bottom-of-the-range condenser has been dragged right up to date with
a USB iteration (the 2020USB+) that’ll only cost you 20%-ish more at the
till, while rolling in a complete portable recording option with direct
monitoring and headphone socket (with mix and volume control). That
puts it in that ‘content creator’ category that’s so popular right now. At
the price A-T is asking, as with its progenitor, it’s simply impossible to land
any significant blows against it. For pure podcasters or streamers, there is
also a dynamic, supercardioid front-address iteration that fits the SM7B/
RE20 silhouette — the AT2040 — which provides its connection via XLR
rather than USB, and offers a significantly cheaper take on the RE20-alike
BP40 broadcaster mic for newcomers or remote voiceover and podcast
talent looking to work on a budget. Of course, there are other models in
the A-T range that will cost you significantly more, with the mid-range ‘40
series of condenser models and the more esoteric 50 range offering a
wealth of options for vocals and spoken word. We still love the innovation
of the AT5040 for example, with its unusual quad-diaphragm design.

A regular choice for live sound reinforcement,
Audix products are always pleasing for their
bombproof design sensibility, a trait that
makes its drum kit and studio mic packs so
popular. The A133 — launched late in 2020 —
now has a new bigger brother, the A231 to lead
the large-diaphragm condenser options for
studio vocals. With a look that fits straight into
the Audix family while also leaning a little
towards resembling a compact Neumann’s
TLM, the ‘31s look every inch the robust,
workhorse option with a flash of style. Their
price points, too, put them at a very
competitive place in the market, but against
some mics that have more considered
cosmetics — so it’s this sturdiness and
utilitarian demeanour that may well appeal if
you want a mic that can do that as well. If you
require lavalier options, the company also has
the Micro L5 cardioid or omni options, as well
as headset mics in a variety of designs. With
the company now under the ownership of
Vitec Imaging Solutions, and set to become
the centre of mic R&D for the company, expect
to see some of Audix’s look, feel and
technology bleed across into its sister brands,
Rycote and JOBY — and visa versa.

www.audio-technica.com

www.audixusa.com

Edge Duo & Go

AT2040

Stealth and Element

A133
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DPA

Earthworks Audio

While, in its 2028
and d:facto 4018,
DPA offers a pair
of vocal
microphones
that could move
between stage
and studio
applications with
ease, and our
reviewer, Simon
Clark, was a big
fan of the “mindblowingly miniscule” 4097 for
capturing voices in challenging locations and
conditions. Borrowing its look from the venerable
and much-loved styling of the 4099 instrument
model, but shrinking the size for discreet placements,
he especially appreciated it as part of a lightweight
‘interview kit’, along with the mini-boom and
windshield the company provide as part of that
configuration, in the last year it’s been two new
headset options that have caught the eye from DPA.
While for on-screen, or front-and-centre applications, the super discrete
6060 subminiature lavalier (or 4060 omni option) and 6066 (with 4066
omni) subminiature headset remain the first choice for presenters and
stage, the more cost-conscious 4488 and 4088 models are also
impressive.

Building on the reception of its
Icon Pro model, Earthworks’ latest
model, the Ethos, once again
looks to appeal to presenters,
podcasters and streamers. The
Supercardioid small diaphragm
(14mm) condenser claims a close
to flat response from 20Hz-30kHz
and goes up against its dynamic
competitors by offering 145dB
SPL of peak acoustic input. The
standard model’s steel finish
takes its styling cues from the
other eye-catching mics in the
Earthworks range, though there is
a more inconspicuous black finish version available should your styling
needs demand it. It has a built-in ball-joint mount and removable
windscreen — ideal for cleaning, essential in these times — and a great
overall look. For spoken word, its Icon Pro is unashamedly pitched as an
SM7-beater, and also serves a look that is more dapper than the utilitarian
Shure staple, and slicker than an RE20 should it be onscreen. This is
testimony to its intended market of vodcasters, streamers and wellheeled Zoom-callers who are committed to sounding and looking good.
By all accounts, it delivers on its promises, too — providing a slightly more
present but equally listenable sound to that of the SM7B, making it a viable
option, as long as you aren’t planning on emitting Wolfman Jack levels of
volume.

www.dpamicrophones.com

www.earthworksaudio.com

Electro-Voice

Josephson

It’s hard to bring a fresh spin to
the story of the RE20, and seems
a fruitless effort considering it’s a
mic generally considered as an
industry standard, certainly for
studio-based broadcasters. It
continues the enclosure that has
inspired a good few podcasteraimed lookalikes, and the sound
that many of them aspire to as
well, especially if you want that
American announcer quality.
Launched in 1968, it’s not
changed very much, nor needed
to — however, its newer black
incarnation seems to be designed
to appeal to streamers and other
users that want it to be visually
less intrusive. Like the SM7, it can be turned to rock vocals, and other
studio uses — being especially good for micing of bass cabs and kick
drums, but it will always be associated with its most common location:
attached to an arm mount in a radio studio or recording booth, in front of
a DJ, presenter, or voice over artist. Its cousins, the RE320 and RE27/ND,
offer variations on the theme (the latter has a neodymium capsule), and
slightly different characteristics (the ‘320 is designed for a wider range of
uses), but if you want a mic to do one job, the RE20 is probably the
exemplar of that.

The Josephson C705, which we reviewed
in early 2021, as a less pricey addition to
the Series Seven range, Jon Thornton
described it as sounding “not as glassy as a
[AKG]414, and not quite as mid-forward as
a [Neumann] U87, but still honest and
characterful at the same time”, before
going on to add that “on spoken male
voice this is a cracking VO Mic.” He also
praised the design changes that had been
made to bring the price-point down to
roughly 60% of the cost of the line-leading
C715, deciding that the loss of the pattern
option that mic offers (and the fiddly way it
is applied), was a worthy compromise for
the ways the ‘705 would often be applied,
especially in the case of its strongest suit
— as a vocal mic. While, the company’s
designs, pricing, and ethos are decidedly
high-end, the C705 sits at a level that
makes it an option for many more people,
while still delivering what’s come to be
expected from the brand. In short, that is a
microphone that has a boutique feel, is
well-built, looks and feels the part and
performs well on vocals — but that also has the potential and character to
be used on a whole range of sources with great results.

www.electro-voice.com

www.josephson.com

4466 and 4488 CORE

RE20
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Ethos and Icon Pro

C705
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JZ

Microtech Gefell

JZ produces mics even the lay-est of men could pick out
from a Usual Suspects-style line-up — whether it be the
unique shockmount design of the Black Hole series or the
‘hip flask’ styling of its Vintage range. Last year in this slot,
we looked at the newer Vintage 47 and ‘67 models from
that series — which, as you would expect, take their
inspiration from the vintage mic models those numbers are
famous for representing — but this time
around we’re going to shine a light on its
V12. Recently re-issued by JZ, the V12 was
one of the company’s very first offerings,
first appearing over a decade ago, but the Latvian
company is convinced that this reissue will get more of the
attention it deserves now the company has built its
reputation, and it’s almost certainly correct.
Rather than aping the valve circuitry of the original AKG
C12, whose sonic character it is based on, the V12 relies on
solid-state electronics to deliver the airy, on-the-brighterside sound you’d generally associate with the original. While
this brings a quicker transient response and more reliability,
the sound is also aided by the diaphragm utilising JZ’s
proprietary ‘Golden Drop’ technique for evenly spluttering
the gold onto the diaphragm — resulting in a reduction of
mass. While we’ll be considering the V12 reissue in an
upcoming issue; while we reviewed the company’s newer
BB29 model in V21.3 last year, and our reviewer called it a “really unique
microphone that it’s hard to compare to similar types.”

Microtech Gefell was famously
founded in 1943 by Georg
Neumann, who had moved to a
small town near Dresden,
escaping his damaged electrical
repair business. It was during his
time with Microtech Gefell that
Neumann created the M7
condenser capsule this
eponymous company would later
make famous upon his return to
Berlin. Microtech Gefell continued
as a going concern without him
after he left, working in
collaboration with the Neumann
company, until its home town
became part of East Germany.
Post the fall of the Berlin Wall,
and Neumann’s sale to Sennheiser, Georg Neumann’s
family once again took an interest and control of
Microtech Gefell, creating mics that bear similarities to
other mics from the family brand. In terms of vocal
mics, its M1030 and the smaller, less expensive)
almost-twin ‘930 are the studio go-to’s from the range.
Also in the range is the M 92.1 S is a tube-driven large
condenser that uses Microtech Gefell’s classic PVC M7
capsule design and really harks back to its roots.

https://intshop.jzmic.com

www.microtechgefell.de

Mojave

Neumann

With the introduction of the MA-37,
Mojave Audio has found a mic to sit
proudly at the top of its range. It
represents Technical Grammy Award
Winner David Royer’s modern take on
a legend — the Sony C-37a. Known for
its high headroom and ability to tame
brittle high-end, it’s a mic that became
a workhorse in the 60’s, especially
during the golden age of Hollywood
recording — the ‘Wrecking Crew’ era.
David Royer, who has been a fan of the
C-37a for thirty years, has long desired
to offer his updated version to the
Mojave family. Hi MA-37 features an
EF86 tube, Lundahl transformer and a
special capsule built in California. It
features a unique approach to
achieving a choice between cardioid
and omnidirectional polar patterns
— an adjustable tuned acoustic
chamber, that it describes as a
‘mechanical shutter’. It provides a
frequency response of 30Hz to 18kHz
(+/- 3dB) a maximum SPL handling of
>135dB and <18dB self-noise. The mic comes packaged in a pelican case
with its own vintage-style ‘U’ mount and external power supply.

It’s hard to look past the ‘U’ branding and history when
you talk about Neumann and vocal mics — and the U87ai
is the latest version of a versatile mic
that’s been employed in a whole range
of recording applications over the last
50 years. Among the popular TLM
range, the 107 R mt offers a
supercardioid pattern — better suited
to speech and streaming — among the
five polar options it provides, while also
bringing the prices down to levels that
reach out beyond the committed-pro
market. If an end-address option is
more what you’re looking for, the attractive KSM 105
offers a supercardioid stage-style mic with an internal
pop filter. Though ostensibly
designed for the stage, this is a
condenser design that the
manufacturer claims can handle
SPLs of 150dB and is optimised for
close micing — with a fixed
low-cut filter — and delivering an
impressive transient response, and
good off-axis rejection thanks to a
tight Supercardioid pattern.

Vintage 12 and BB29

MA-37

www.mojaveaudio.com

M1030 and M92.1S

U87ai, TLM 107 R mt,
and KSM 105

www.neumann.com
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Rode

Royer Labs

Picking a mic out of the extensive Rode range is a real
issue, especially as the company has increasingly looked
to place itself as the premier supplier for streamers and
podcasters — with its entry-level PodMic, moving on
through the Procaster and
Broadcaster. The company’s
competitive pricing structure will
always make it a see why its range is
beloved of home studio owners, but
the budget reputation belies a host of
reviews and comparisons that will tell
you this Australian company’s mics
stand up to scrutiny and have more
that monetary savings on their side.
The K2 variable pattern condenser
mic, and its single pattern NTK sibling,
offers an entry point to the classic
valve sound that is highly attractive,
while the NT1 and ‘1A have become
something of a staple. The company’s
Procaster (Dynamic), Broadcaster
(end-address condenser) and PodMic
all offer interesting options for spoken word
applications, and — let’s be honest here — the kind of
warranty guarantees that help to allay any nervousness
the lower price-points may bring about where durability and ROI is
concerned.

Ribbon mics don’t immediately spring
to mind when it comes to recording
vocals and speech, unless you’re after
a distinctly vintage look and feel. They
shouldn’t be discounted, though —
and Royer are likely to have something
you’ll want, especially if you also want
to point it at a guitar cab. The R10 is
the starting point, should you want to
give it a go — it has a souped-up
three-layer shielding system to help
deal with the pops and breaths ribbon
mics don’t cope with so well, though
quieter voices are going to have to
lean on quality pre-amping (or Royer’s
own dBooster) to get a hot enough
signal and low enough noise for
pleasing results. If you’re committed to
the idea, the R122 MkII and 122V Tube
mic offer their own active electronics
for hotter, low impedance, outputs
— ostensibly eliminating the noise and
level issues. While the R10 represents a
good brand entry point, price-wise,
the latter two options are an
investment that means multi-use
scenarios probably need to be in play.

www.rode.com

www.royerlabs.com

Schoeps

Sennheiser

With a reputation forged by consistent creation of smalldiaphragm capacitor mics, renown for the accuracy and clarity —
and popular for classical recording applications — Schoeps’ entry
into the vocal mic market with the distinctively styled V4U took
many by surprise, with an aesthetic that harked back to its legacy
models and a eye-catching Clamshell design. Alongside
this vocal-specific option, Schoeps’ classic, modular
Collete are appreciated for the versatility and can be
turned to a range of purposes — this includes use with a
supercardioid MK 41 capsule. The company’s CMIT range
of ‘Blue One’ shotguns are tailor-made for sound
recording in film and TV applications; indeed, its newest
addition to the range, the MiniCMIT won the Resolution
Microphone Award in 2017, after receiving high praise for
its “wonderfully natural sound” in our review (Resolution
V15.8), while the SuperCMIT digital shotgun applies
patented DSP algorithms from Illusonic to offer
exceptional directivity. The processing attempts to detect
sound with persistent location and characteristics as well
contrasting diffuse sound that is coming for multiple
directions, DSP processing then uses this analysis to
suppress the diffuse elements and to focus on discrete
sound, enhancing the range of the microphones. It also
outputs dual — treated and untreated — signals, meaning
that detailed post-processing can still be an option if required or preferred.
On the looks side; if the bright blue styling doesn’t suit your look, they are
also available in a more austere anthracite grey.

While it may seem
shallow to start this
summary with a
comment about looks,
Sennheiser has
undoubtedly got its styling
on-point right now. We’ll go on the
record and say it currently makes some of
the best-looking workhorse mics out there — if
that sort of thing matters to you. The MD421 II
remains a good dynamic all-rounder with great visual
qualities for
applications where it needs to be seen, while the ‘431 is a
more
conventionallooking but very
useable supercardioid
dynamic mic for speech/
broadcast. However, the chic 60s look
of the MD 441-U is nothing short of, well,
beautiful — if you don’t mind paying that high a price
for an (admittedly highly versatile) supercardioid
dynamic mic. The MD 8 remains the company’s top
large-diaphragm condenser option for studio vocals, but
the dynamic options is where the company really shines
and puts forward a host of options for almost any
application you want to throw at them.

www.schoeps.de

www.sennheiser.com

Procaster and Broadcaster

SuperCMIT and MiniCMIT
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R10 and R122

MD 421 II and MD 441-U
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Shure

SM7B and KSM44A
By some accounts we’ve heard, the SM7Bs
were iin short supply during the pandemic, as
broadcasters, podcasters, and musicians
retreated to home studios and kitted
themselves out for the duration. Sitting
alongside the RE20 as a noted ‘industry
standard’ for studio-based presenting, the
SM7B’s popularity with
broadcasters is unsurprising,
with a reputation for sounding
clear in close proximity and
handling a good dynamic
range (hence its oft-noted
attraction for rock screamers
as a vocal mic), it’s perfect for
a wide range of vocal and off-camera speech
applications.
The SM7 will also always be known as an ‘Off the Wall’
choice for Michael Jackson’s vocal sessions, and as ‘The
Thriller mic’. If nothing else, that allows people to say ‘well,
if it’s good enough for Quincy…’
In terms of singer-centric studio mics, Shure continues
to offer products worthy of consideration beyond its
stage-standard SM range, especially the versatile KSM44A
which Jon Thornton reviewed back in 2011 and described as
“well built, terrifically quiet, and [with] a sound that’s modern
and authoritative without ever being brash.”

Telefunken-Elektroakustik

ELA M 251, TF-11 & M80SH
The Telefunken mic brand, brought back to life as
Telefunken-Elecktoakustik 20-years ago by Toni
Fishman, began life due to the need to reverseengineer a single component of the legendary ELA M
251 model in order to keep its owner’s vintage mic
operational. That project expanded into slavishly
recreating the mic from top-to-bottom as authentically as
possible for a new, discerning customer base and became
the company’s Diamond series
ELA M 251E — and begot the
ELA M 251T alloy diaphragm
alternative.
It carried on that thinking to
encompass more classic mics,
fleshing out that series to include
beautiful 251, U47 and C12
options. More recently, the TF
Alchemy series has modernised
the design from the ground up —
with the TF11 FET being the first
large diaphragm mic to work with
phantom power rather than an
external PSU. For more utilitarian
vocal needs, the M80-SH dynamic
is a model that suited to use as a snare mic on stage and in
the studio, as well as when a more low profile solution is
required for capturing voice than a standard ‘57 style mic.

www.shure.com

www.t-funk.com

United Studio Technologies

Warm Audio

It’s not often you come across a oneproduct company, but United Studio
Technologies only market it FET47, a mic
that’s hiding its influences under a bushel.
As you may expect, this is offering an
authentic alternative to a mic that, let us not
forget, has been in-and-out of production
and through various redesigns during its
50-ish year history. This model even goes
as far as leveraging NOS FETs with customdesigned transformer and capsules to
recreate its maker’s
favourite aspects of the
source mic’s characteristics
— apparently with admirable
precision. That it does all
this at a price point well
below Neumann’s current
U47 model, makes it even
more interesting. To anyone
not committed to the
statement of intent or status
that a manufacturer’s label
can represent, this presents
a good choice if the U47’s
distinct qualities are what
you’re after.

The last few years have seen a flurry of familiar numbers from Warm, with
‘87, ‘67, ‘47 and ‘251 adding up to the ones that we’d be looking at for
vocals. There are are others that have attracted a similar amount of
attention, but we nominated the WA-251 for a Resolution Award after our
review (Resolution V18.2) deemed that it passed our — totally subjective
— ELA M “smile test”, sound-wise, and excelled on male vocals and drum
recording. We concluded that, while it was not quite the ‘251 we
remember — notwithstanding the fact that virtually no two ELA M 251s
you will come across sound the same — at the price point Warm had
managed to hit, the “money had been spent where it matters”.
Warm Audio continues to bring interesting, retro-inspired, mics to the
market at attractive prices — garnering praise for its efforts along the way.
There are many, many great options out there if you are looking for
‘homage’ mics, but if the budget is high on your list of priorities, Warm’s
range is still a great place to start looking.

www.unitedstudiotech.com

www.warmaudio.com

FET47

WA-251
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Facility

/ Studio 4 of the massive 10-studio Amsterdam-based facility created by Guerrilla as part of a new home for its 400-strong workforce

Guerrilla Games

Resolution heads over to Amsterdam to check out a
massive new audio production facility created by games
developer, Guerrilla

W

hen games developer Guerrilla
moved its headquarters to larger
premises in the centre of Amsterdam
it was a golden opportunity to bring
all game studio dreams to life. Located close to
Dam Square, in a building that used to belong to
Dutch newspaper De Telegraaf, Guerrilla’s new
studio offers approximately 7,300m2 of space
stretching over five floors — more than enough
room to build state-of-the-art facilities to
accommodate nearly 400 employees.
The move was a welcome expansion for
Guerrilla’s audio team, according to Principal
Sound Designer Anton Woldhek, who says “We
were running out of space at the old premises and
50 / March/April 2022

were already looking at ways to expand there. We
had four dedicated audio studios, but it was hard
to see how we could squeeze in anything else, and
we needed additional facilities to accommodate
more staff.”
The need to expand became critical when
Guerrilla, a subsidiary of PlayStation Studios,
launched their award-winning action RPG Horizon
Zero Dawn in 2017. Moving to a new building that
could accommodate more staff was an obvious
solution, so the management team began looking
for suitable premises.
“Our management team knew that the logistics
of building audio facilities within a corporate office
could be quite tricky,” Woldhek explains. “Many

The acoustic
improvements
in these rooms
were so significant
that it was hard
to go back
different requirements have to be taken into
consideration and, as a result, we were one of the
first teams to be involved in redesigning the new
premises once the right building had been
identified.”

Workflow

Guerrilla’s Audio Director Bastian Seelbach adds:
“Game audio has changed a great deal since we
built our last studios in 2010 and there were
workflow limitations that we wanted to address.
This move required us to plan ahead so that we

could futureproof the facility and get it as close as
we possibly could to the ideal game audio set up.”
As the design of audio facilities requires a highly
specific approach, Woldhek and Seelbach worked
closely with Jelle van der Voet, owner of studio
design specialists Pinna Acoustics, and Maarten’s
Sound & Vision, a company co-owned by Jasper
van Eif, which handled the supply and integration
of all equipment.
Choosing MSV as a partner for this project was
easy, Woldhek says, because MSV had successfully
built Guerrilla’s previous studios. He also believes
Pinna Acoustics was another great choice, as they
are known for the quality and breadth of their work.
“We saw two rooms that Pinna Acoustics had
designed and were very impressed by them,”
Woldhek says. “The acoustic improvements in
these rooms were so significant that it was hard to
go back to the rooms we were in. Jelle also brought
in a ton of experience and was definitely the right
choice for us.”
With the team in place, 18 months of intense
collaboration and consultation followed. Many
meetings and discussions were held to identify all
the requirements and wishes of the Guerrilla team.
“Everything about this project was tailor-made
and engineered in full consultation with Guerrilla,”
Jelle van der Voet says. “The acoustic contours of
the studio were determined by Pinna Acoustics,
but the interior was a collaboration between
Anton, Bastian and myself. They made a mood
board to convey an impression of the colours they
liked and the homely atmosphere they were
aiming to create. They wanted a studio space
where you would feel at peace and could easily
spend eight hours a day.”

Preparing for Collaboration

One of the main issues with the old Guerrilla
set-up was not having the ability to collaborate.
Resolving this became a key factor in the design
of the new facility.
“We used to be in small, single-person rooms
and, even before COVID, it was tricky to

/ The team behind the project (L-R): Jasper van Eif of Maarten’s Sound & Vision (MSV), Jelle van der Voet (Pinna
Acoustic), Jelte Zeilstra (MSV), Bastian Seelbach (Audio Director, Guerrilla) and Anton Woldhek (Principal
Sound Designer, Guerrilla)

communicate,” Woldhek explains. “We wanted to
create a central area where everyone could come
together to discuss projects, experiment and
cooperate more easily.”
An entire wing of the new building was set
aside for audio production and 10 different
studios were built. The studios were initially
drawn in 3D and the designs developed gradually
to suit the team’s vision.
“The studios are divided into three types — A, B
and C,” van der Voet explains. “There are six A
studios for sound design and mixing projects, and
these are equipped with 7.1 monitoring. One of the
A studios has an immersive audio 7.1.4 monitoring
system, which was installed in readiness for 3D
audio productions. There are also three B studios,

which are smaller and designed for more analytical
work. These have 5.1 monitoring systems. Finally,
there is Studio C — a much larger studio with stereo
monitoring and enough space for team members
to work together. Studio C has control room
acoustics at the front and live room acoustics at the
back so that it can be used for recording
instruments, synth patches and foley, as well as
mixing. In addition to the audio studios, we
designed and installed a cinema room where work
can be reviewed by larger groups of people.”

Prefab preparations

All 10 studios were completely prefab-designed
and were lifted into the building, one at a time,
through a recess in the facade located 10 meters
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/ All the studios feature PMC monitoring, and are network connected so that they can be shared by the whole
team in collaboration

above the ground. With each studio weighing
approximately 30,000 kilos, the combined weight
meant that the actual structure of the building had
to be reinforced with steel in order to take the load.
“The first step was to pour 10 floating steel plate
concrete floors, accurately calculated on Sylomer
vibration decouplers,” van der Voet says. “This
made the floor plan immediately visible. Pinna
Acoustic construction teams were used for the
structural work and the acoustic finishing, and
everything was 3D engineered and prepared in our
workshop. In terms of acoustic performance,
Guerrilla wanted the same specs as the other Pinna
studios they visited because they were impressed
by what they heard there. In the end we delivered
an acoustic response that runs flat to 22Hz with a
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sweet spot as large as the room itself.”
Seelbach adds: “It’s true that the size and shape
of the studios was dictated by the limits of the
building, and it was a puzzle. We were careful not
to damage any historic parts of the building, which
meant working around original structures. Even
when we had a layout that worked acoustically,
there were still considerations such as fire escapes
and weight limits that had to be overcome. We also
had a very tight building schedule to adhere to, so
we needed partners who understood the
constraints of the building but could still deliver
the quality we wanted, on time and within budget.”
A year before Guerrilla moved into its new
premises, Pinna Acoustics and MSV built a
working example of a Studio A room — complete

with concrete floating floor — in the Pinna
Acoustics warehouse. This 1:1 mock-up was used
to test and determine the acoustics, speaker
selection and ergonomics. This unique experience
gave everyone the opportunity to experiment and
finetune their decisions.
“We took the entire team to the mock-up studio
and tried numerous different speakers using the
actual room acoustics that we would be working
with,” Woldhek says. “It was an amazing
experience. We tested them using our own work
— music and some general post-production
material. When we compared notes, everyone was
in complete agreement that the best speakers for
our requirements were PMC.”
To this end, the six A studios and the larger C
studio are now equipped with PMC IB1S passive
monitoring systems with PowerSoft amplifiers,
while the three B Studios have KS Digital monitors.
“The B Studios handle projects that don’t require
a three-way main system, so we picked KS Digital
because the speakers were smaller and more cost
effective,” Woldhek adds.
A new addition is the incorporation of a
sophisticated AoIP and AVoIP KVM control
network.

Networking

“There were two reasons why we wanted the facility
networked over AoIP,” Woldhek says. “Firstly, for
aesthetic and space reasons we didn’t want
equipment in the sound studios themselves — we
wanted it located in a separate machine room.
Secondly, as a function of our workflow, we wanted
the ability to move between rooms so that we could
collaborate seamlessly and with no obstacles.
“It was really important to us that audio staff
didn’t feel isolated, and that they felt comfortable
about using the large studio as and when they
needed it. By using AoIP technology, we have
ensured is that everyone has access to our larger C
Studio, so if they want to check something on
bigger monitors — listen to more bass for example

/ Facility

/ Each of the 10 rooms was prefabricated and delivered to the studio complete

— they can do it quickly and easily.”
Woldhek adds that when it came to choosing
networking technology, Guerrilla relied heavily on
MSV’s AV/IT Systems Engineer, Jelte Zeilstra.
“We told Jelte what we wanted and left him to
come up with a solution. The result is very intuitive
and ticks every single box on our wish list. For
example, if I want Bastian to hear an amazing new
mix, he can just listen from his own room because
everything is networked. He can use his Crestron
console touch screen to grab any screen from my
studio, look at it and use his own monitor

controllers to select the output from my console.
He gets the exact same output and we can compare
notes without leaving our own rooms.
“The same thing applies to recording. We have
way more I/O than we will ever need and it’s all
available to everyone. We can record
simultaneously from any room so if, for example,
I’m recording cool synth sounds in Studio C, I can
get my Nuendo session lined up and then let other
colleagues know so they can grab whatever they
want directly from it. In Studio C you also have
complete keyboard mouse control over the PC in
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/ The Cinema is part of the AES67 networked audio distribution system, and can be used to review work
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We have way more
I/O than we will
ever need and it’s
all available to
everyone. We can
record
simultaneously
from any room

/ The massive new site occupies a building that used to be home to Dutch newspaper, De Telegraaf

your own studio, which makes it very easy to check
how a game sounds in stereo. All you do is grab
your PlayStation controller and you’re immediately
in there playing the game.”
MSV’s Jelte Zeilstra specified much of the
equipment and says meeting Guerrilla’s wishes
was complex.
“The KVM part of the project involved a long
process of searching, demos and testing,” Zeilstra
says. “The requirements for the KVM system were
4K60, low latency, no visible compression and fully

transparent USB. Initially, there was no system that
met all the requirements but at IBC 2018 we found
the Crestron NVX series and/decoder, which was
capable of meeting all the conditions so we
specified over 50 of them.”
For the AV/IP network, Zeilstra specified a
Netgear M4300-96X core switch, with one M430028G per two studios, because these units supported
all necessary protocols ‘out of the box’. It was also
agreed that Ravenna/AES67 was the best option for
Guerrilla and this decision allowed Zeilstra and

GUERRILLA HISTORY
Guerrilla Games originated as three
separate Dutch video game companies —
Orange Games, Digital Infinity, and Formula
Game Development — which all began in
the early-to-mid 90s. The original merger of
the three at the very start of the millenium
formed Lost Boys Games, bought together
as a subsidiary of the Dutch digital
marketing and web company Lost Boys.
When the wider Lost Boys concern merged
with Swedish media company
IconMediaLab in 2001, the
games arm was spun off into an
independent entity. After making
a name for itself developing
Game Boy titles, Lost Boys
Games rebranded to Guerrilla in
2003 — under the umbrella of its
owner’s new media company,
Media Republic
It was at this point that the
company began to work on one
of its signature titles, Killzone, for
Sony Computer Entertainment
(SCE)’s PlayStation 2. That title
went on to sell 1m+ copies worldwide, and Guerrilla subsequently
began an exclusive development partnership with SCE working on
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Van Eif to embed Merging Technologies Anubis
monitoring solution into the design. Anubis was a
good option because it can handle an unlimited
number of sources, and operates as an immersive
audio or 5.1 controller with downmix options. In
addition, Merging’s MAD allows for multi-client
ASIO connection and combined WDM support,
which was exactly what Guerrilla wanted.
The systems run through Madi to a big matrix
with all the I/O boxes connected to it. On top of
each studio, there is also a Direct Out PRODIGY.
MC modular audio converter that bridges the gap
between the worlds of analogue, digital and AoIP.
With Horizon Forbidden West, Guerrilla’s
highly anticipated upcoming title, and with more
staff being recruited throughout the company, it
seems that Guerrilla is definitely the place to make
some noise!

games for the PS2, 3 and
PSP. Ultimately, SCE would
buy Guerrilla 2005, and task
it to create further entries in
the Killzone franchise
(Killzone 2 and 3 for the PS3
in 2009 and 2011
respectively, and then
Killzone: Mercenary for the
PS Vita and Killzone:
Shadow Fall for the PS4 in
2013) and expand its
portfolio.
That expansion took form
in 2017, when Guerrilla
released Horizon Zero Dawn for the
PlayStation 4, and then later its The
Frozen Wilds expansion, to critical
praise and commercial success, moving
over 10m units. The company followed
up ‘Zero Dawn with Horizon Forbidden
West in February of this year — this
time for the next-gen PlayStation 5
— which has also been widely praised,
and currently has an 88% score on
Metacritic.
Announced in January, the next
Horizon title — Call of the Mountain — is already in development
for the PlayStation VR2 virtual reality system.
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